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Fearfully and Wonderfully Made

The 2003 Commencement, which fell on
Mother’s Day weekend, united these mothers
and sons: Ryan Battaglia ’03 and Leah Bathurst
Battaglia ’77; Matt Stephens ’03 and Debby
Zaller Stephens ’78; Dave Wenzel ’03 and
Donna Wenzel; and Rob Wallace ’03 and
Rebecca Wallace. See more commencement
images on page 16.
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n the Winter 2003 issue, Inspire shared the story of
Sue Lepine Miholer ’66 and her work as a Court
Appointed Special Advocate (CASA) in Oregon.
Another Cedarville University family member recently
received an award for his work in this important field.
Dr. Sharon Johnson,
professor of management
and director of graduate
programs and institutional
research at Cedarville
University, is a CASA in
Greene County, Ohio.
His commitment to the
children he serves, as well
as his work in training
other CASA volunteers, earned him the 2002 CASA
Volunteer of the Year Award after only a year and a half
of service.
Sharon says that one of the most rewarding aspects of
CASA is interacting with unsaved people with whom he
normally would not have contact. “It’s a chance to be
salt and light to them,” he explained, be it through
presenting the gospel directly or living a lifestyle witness
of integrity and compassion. He thanks his church,
Washington Heights Baptist Church of Dayton, and
Cedarville University for emphasizing and supporting
community service for Christ.

DidYou
You Know?
Did
Know?
Pi Sigma Alpha, the national political science
honor society, has awarded its Cedarville
University chapter, Omega Mu, a grant to be
used for its distinguished speaker lecture
series, honors ceremony, and paper contest.
This is the second consecutive year that the
chapter has received a Pi Sigma Alpha grant.

Words of Encouragement

Director’s Chair

t is always encouraging to hear good news from
alumni regarding their CU education and the
preparation received while here. Rob Moll ’01 writes:

I

After graduation I started working as a reporter for a
weekly paper outside Chicago. I then moved back to Ohio to
be the editor-in-chief of a regional Christian newspaper, and
starting this month [February 2003] I will be working for
Christianity Today International as an editor for their
Web content.
Dr. Scott Calhoun ’95 was my journalism professor at
Cedarville. He and the other English faculty have been
wonderful advisors, mentors, and teachers. I know that CU
has recently emphasized placing Christians in the media, be it
Hollywood, TV, radio, or print. I just wanted to let you know
that a career in media is possible with a CU degree and some
persistence.
Rob is married to Clarissa (Band) ’00 and resides in
Naperville, Illinois.

DidYou
You Know?
Did
Know?
Business students in the Integrated Business Core earned a
net profit of more than $1,500 on their CD of Cedarville
University music, titled Images. They donated this profit to
Toward Independence of Xenia, an organization that
works with developmentally disabled adults.

Tell Us Your Story
o you have a story that you’d like to share with the
Cedarville family? It might be a story of God’s grace or of
something you’ve done in your career. Perhaps you’d like
to tell of a unique ministry you’re involved with or even share a
lesson learned. We’re looking for stories or even possible themes for
upcoming issues of Inspire and would love to have your ideas.
E-mail us at alumni@cedarville.edu, call us at 1-800-837-2566, or
write to us at Alumni Relations, 251 N. Main St., Cedarville, OH 45314.
Although we can’t use every story, we’d love to hear from you!

D

D

riving to work, I heard Bob
Carlisle’s new song “You’re
Beautiful.” It tells the story of a
young man waiting to see his
newborn baby girl for the first time.
As the doctor pulls the new father
aside, he shares that the little girl,
although healthy, is “slightly less than
perfect.”

As the young man held the warm and sleeping bundle to his chest
He saw the imperfections and although he tried his best
He couldn’t stop the tears from falling as he held his little girl
And in a low and trembling voice, he gently said these words
You’re beautiful in every way
So beautiful, how I’ve waited for this day
If the world was offered to me, I just couldn’t make the trade
’Cause you’re beautiful.
As I listened to this song on the radio, I was so moved by the spiritual
application drawn. It was such a beautiful reminder of how God sees each
of us in all of our imperfections.
When I think of how I’ve fallen and all the times I’ve tried
To hide my imperfections from my Father’s eyes
But there’s a voice that still is calling deep inside of me
And I can always hear it when I get on my knees.
You’re beautiful in every way
So beautiful, how I’ve waited for this day
If the world was offered to me, I just couldn’t make the trade
’Cause you’re beautiful.
You’d be amazed how some things matter and some things don’t
When you’re seen through the eyes of God
Though we try to hide our darkness and veil our tears
He only sees what’s in your heart.
May this issue of Inspire cause you to not only see and understand those
with special needs around you, but also to revel in the truth that God is
sovereign and He loves each of us just the way we are …
Fearfully and Wonderfully Made.

Faith Linn ’83
Director of Alumni Relations
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For the Dixons

A Time for Tribute

A

quarter of a century! Wow!
It sure went by in a hurry.
Mrs. Dixon and I have been
privileged, honored, and blessed to
be a part of Cedarville University
during these 25 years.
I would like to give a special
thanks to all of you alumni for
choosing to attend Cedarville. Most
of you could have attended other
institutions of higher learning, but
you joined the CU family. That
makes you very special to us.
The only way to explain Cedarville is God and the wonderful
people who have invested their lives in this place for His glory.
Mrs. Dixon has worked with a committee to honor our long-term
people through a pictorial history of trustees, administrators,
faculty, and staff, including those from our Presbyterian heritage.
We have named this display the “Legacy of Leadership Wall.” You
can see it in the main lobby of the Stevens Student Center.
The Class of 1991 generously donated the funds to make this
display possible. How appropriate that our graduates would desire
to pay tribute to those who have given 25 years or more of his or
her life to serve our CU family.
The plaque on the Wall states:
Someone has aptly said, “Everything rises or falls on
leadership.” These leaders among us have been “patterns
of good work.” They like David, the man after God’s own
heart, have led Cedarville University by the integrity of
their hearts and guided us by the skillfulness of their hands
(Psalm 78:72).
These men and women will be remembered. Their
commitment, “For the Word of God and the testimony of
Jesus Christ,” has left an incredible imprint on the lives of
the Cedarville University family.
As Mrs. Dixon and I leave the presidency and pass the baton to
Bill and Lynne Brown, we do so with great anticipation for a
promising future.We also have hearts filled with gratitude for our
Presbyterian friends, Dr. and Mrs. Jeremiah, our administrative
team, the faculty, and the staff who have made the Cedarville
culture all that it is today.
To God be the glory! Christ is all we need!

Paul Dixon ’94H
Chancellor
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o mark the transition of Dr. Dixon ’94H from president to
chancellor, the faculty and staff commissioned Dr. Charles
Clevenger, professor of music and an accomplished artist, to
create a suitable commemorative gift. The gift came in two installments.
At the faculty/staff Christmas celebration, two large watercolor portraits
of Dr. and Mrs. Dixon were presented to the Dixons. Then on Charter Day,
January 27, the symphonic band performed the Celebration Fanfare, an
original work dedicated to Dr. Dixon.
The faculty and staff again wish to congratulate Dr. and Mrs. Dixon for
their outstanding service to our Lord and to Cedarville University.
The Cedarville family offers them its heartfelt love and respect.

Cedarville Marks 50th
Anniversary of
Presbyterian-Baptist
Transition

President Speaks
at Staley Lecture Series

r. Bill Brown, president of Cedarville University, was the guest
speaker for the Staley Distinguished Christian Scholar Lecture
Program February 11-13. Dr. Brown spoke on “The World of
Worldviews,” describing what a worldview is, what types of worldviews
currently exist in our culture, and how Christians should approach
worldview in order to best engage the culture for Christ.
“Thinking ‘worldviewishly’ is what Christianity is all about,”Dr Brown
recently explained. “Everybody has a worldview. We [Christians] know
the biblical worldview to be true. Knowing that, we can evaluate and
compare all the other worldviews. Doing so gives us a chance to share
truth — to engage the world instead of withdrawing from it.”
A graduate of Dallas Theological Seminary and a prolific author,
Dr. Brown is a nationally-recognized expert in worldview. One of his main
emphases at Cedarville will be developing students’ biblical worldviews in
order to heighten students’ effectiveness as Christians in today’s culture.
Dr. Brown most recently served as president of Bryan College in
Dayton, Tennessee. In his 10 years as president there, he led the school
to new heights in spiritual, academic, physical, and financial vitality.
Dr. Brown also served the college as an assistant professor for biblical
studies and academic vice president and provost.
The Staley Distinguished Christian Scholar Lecture Program at which he
spoke is funded by the Thomas F. Staley Foundation of Larchmont,
New York, a private, nonprofit organization. The Foundation seeks to
support men and women who truly believe, cordially love, and actively
propagate the gospel of Jesus Christ in its historical and scriptural fullness.

D
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n early 1953, tough times and circumstances pressed upon
Cedarville College. The Presbyterian school, which had been
chartered in 1887, faced the bleak prospect of closing its doors.
Providentially, the Baptist Bible Institute (BBI) of Cleveland, Ohio, was
searching for a larger campus. Through a series of God-ordained events,
the BBI was able to move to Cedarville and accept ownership of the
institution in March 1953. Cedarville University commemorated the
50th anniversary of this transition with a special chapel program
on January 29.
The program looked back on the Presbyterian-Baptist transition through
a blend of drama and music. A cast of 32 students donned 1880s and
1950s attire to portray the visionaries who believed in what Cedarville
could become. Musical groups, such as the brass choir and a men’s quartet,
added great songs of the faith.
Called “Celebrating God’s Faithfulness,” the program was written and
directed by Dr. David Robey. David serves as professor of communication
arts and director of theatre at the University.
A luncheon was held after the program to honor the alumni who made
the transition from classes in Cleveland to classes at Cedarville.

Did
You
Know?
Did You Know?
The national Best Christian Places to Work Survey,
commissioned by Christianity Today, recently named Cedarville
University the fourth best workplace in the “large colleges,
universities, and seminaries” category.

For tapes or CDs of one or all of Dr. Brown’s messages,
call CDR Radio at 1-800-333-0601.
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“Mission Mississippi”
Director Speaks for
Martin Luther King Day

r. Dolphus Weary, executive director of Mission Mississippi,
was the guest speaker at Cedarville University’s Martin Luther
King Jr. Day Chapel on January 20. He encouraged the
University family to “Erase the Tape of Racism.”
Born and raised in Mississippi, Weary struggled to break free from the
poverty and racism that surrounded him. A basketball scholarship at an
all-white Christian college on the West Coast helped him escape the
Magnolia State, but he soon learned that racism is not confined to
Mississippi or the South. He returned to his home state in 1971 to work
for reconciliation and change through Mendenhall Ministries, an
organization which President George H.W. Bush named as his 541st Daily
Point of Light.
In 1990, Weary authored I Ain’t Comin’ Back (with William Hendricks,
contributor), which chronicled both his struggle to escape poverty and
racism and his return to Mississippi. For the past seven years, Weary has
been a featured writer for Daily Guideposts, a devotional publication.
Weary was named executive director of Mission Mississippi in 1998.
Since its founding 10 years ago, Mission Mississippi has worked to “build
relationships and to call persons of all races and denominational
backgrounds to reconciliation.” Under Weary’s leadership, the
organization sponsors and coordinates opportunities for people of
different denominations and races to interact and serve together.
Weary holds a B.A. from Los Angeles Baptist College (now The Master’s
College), an M.R.E. from Los Angeles Baptist Theological Seminary
(now The Master’s Seminary), an M.Ed. from the University of Southern
Mississippi, and a D.Min. from Reformed Theological Seminary in
Jackson. He is an ordained minister.

D

For a tape or CD of Dr. Weary’s message,
call CDR Radio at 1-800-333-0601.
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A Reunion in Malaysia

ssociate Professor of Education Dr. Tim Heaton never guessed
he’d see so many Cedarville alumni faces so far from home.
But that’s exactly what he found when he spoke at the
International Children’s Educators’ Conference in Penang, Malaysia in
November 2002.
Tim had been invited to teach several sessions at the annual
conference, including sessions on classroom discipline, grading, and
cooperative learning. Over the course of the conference, he ran into more
and more Cedarville alums who are teaching at schools throughout Asia
until the event became a reunion of sorts.
Alums at the conference included Kris Crum ’96 (China), Roger ’95 and
Christine Fischbacher Hayden ’93 (Thailand), Julie Henderson ’01 (China),
Michael Holden ’01 (Malaysia), Derek ’96 and Yoshi Ikeda Johnson ’96
(South Korea), Melissa Knaus ’02 (China), Esther Loh ’01 (Hong Kong),
Diana Lyons ’00 (Thailand), Jonathan Montgomery ’92 (Thailand),
Kimberly Rideout ’99 (China), Dan Rudd ’97 (Japan), Tami See ’98
(Thailand), Rebecca Shellenbarger ’01 (Thailand), Bev Check Stevens ’94
(Hong Kong), Esther Twigg ’00 (China), Melissa Wabeke ’99 (China), Ruth
Wagner ’02 (China), and Laura Wilcox ’01 (Bangladesh).
Tim said he is thrilled to see so many of his former students on the
mission field. He remarked, “A quote that comes to mind is III John 4,
which says, ‘I have no greater joy than to hear that my children are
walking in the truth.’”

A

Forensics and Debate
Teams Win Competitions

Ohio Southern Baptists
and Cedarville University

edarville University’s forensics and debate teams recently joined
forces to compete against 21 other Christian colleges and
universities at the National Christian College Forensics
Invitational in San Diego, California. The debate team took second place
in the debate division, and, in the combined debate/forensics
sweepstakes, Cedarville University took first place overall, becoming
national champion for the second year in a row.
At the Ohio Forensics Association’s State Championship, Cedarville’s
novice and varsity forensics teams won the state championship for the
second year in a row. They topped 14 other teams, including schools such
as Bowling Green State University, Ohio University, The Ohio State
University, and Miami University.
During Easter weekend, the forensics team competed in the National
Forensics Association tournament. This was the first time they had
competed in this tournament as a team.
The forensics team is coached by Matthew Moore ’92, assistant
professor of communication arts, and assistant coach Derrick Green ’97,
instructor of communication arts. Matt is also the president of the Ohio
Forensics Association. The debate team is coached by Jeffrey Motter ’99.

ne of the most remarkable events in church history has been
the resurgence of Conservativism within the Southern Baptist
Convention. Southern Baptists who held to historical,
orthodox Christian doctrine, most notably biblical inerrancy, have
struggled to regain and maintain control of the denomination over
liberals and modernists, who reject biblical authority. “I wonder how
many people understand just what has happened in the SBC over the
past two decades in terms of doctrinal issues,” Dr. Paul Dixon ’94H said.
“It really is epic, miraculous, and critical. It is a true watershed event.”
For 50 years Dr. James T. Jeremiah and Dr. Paul Dixon have
emphasized relationships with a number of Baptist and conservative
evangelical groups. Some of the University’s more prominent
relationships include the General Association of Regular Baptist Churches
(GARBC) and the Fundamental Baptist Fellowship Association (FBFA).
At the annual meeting of the State Convention of Baptists in Ohio, in
November 2002, a resolution was approved to recommend Cedarville
University to Ohio convention churches and to “all Southern Baptists
as an accredited, quality, four-year university that embraces
Southern Baptists.”
Baptist leaders from across the country quickly hailed the relationship.
Dr. David Jeremiah ’63, pastor of Shadow Mountain Community Church
in El Cajon, California, and son of the late Dr. James T. Jeremiah, said,
“My father was a leader in the General Association of Regular Baptist
Churches, but he knew there were many fellow believers among the
Southern Baptists, and he longed to embrace them and to have them
embrace Cedarville. I am excited about what this relationship will mean
for both the institution I love for its steadfast testimony and the
convention I admire for its ability to reshape itself.”
Dr. Paige Patterson, who served as SBC president from 1998-2000 and
currently serves on the Cedarville University Board of Trustees, voiced
similar sentiment over the announcement. “I am impressed by the
quality of Cedarville University’s graduates as well as their faculty and
programs,” he said. “I believe Cedarville is one of the finest Christian
universities in the nation. Because of its required Bible minor, Cedarville
is a model of what every Christian liberal arts institution ought to be.”
“We’re thrilled with the alliance with Cedarville,” related Dr. Jack
Kwok, executive director of the State Convention of Baptists in Ohio.
“Cedarville is a quality Baptist school. A significant number of our pastors
are Cedarville graduates. We would recommend Cedarville not only to
Ohio Baptists but all Southern Baptists.”
Dr. Dixon was equally delighted. “This announcement by the Ohio
Southern Baptists should be met with great anticipation for the future.

O
C

Did
You
Know?
Did You Know?
Social work major Mary Lyle ’03 was recently selected as
Student of the Year for the Regional Ohio Chapter of the
National Association of Social Workers (NASW). Mary is
the first Cedarville University student ever to win this
award from this premier professional organization.

continued on page 13
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Faithful Friends Retire

Dr. Dwayne Frank ’60

Dr. Dan Wetzel

fter a combined total of 75 years of faithful service to
Cedarville University, Dr. Dwayne Frank ’60 and
Dr. Dan Wetzel have retired from full-time service. They were
honored with receptions and a special chapel ceremony on January 30.
Dwayne is retiring after 35 years of service. In addition to his role as
professor of education, he coordinates a student team that teaches English
at the Dayton Chinese Church, coordinates the University’s English
teaching program in China, and advises the College Republicans. His
professional responsibilities at Cedarville during the last three years have
included serving as a member on the Missions Involvement Services (MIS)
committee and secondary education committee, chair of the faculty
committee to the president, and chair of the Educational Resources and
Assistance Program for China (ERAP). Dwayne holds a B.A. in social
science from Cedarville, a B.S.Ed. from Central State University, a M.A.T.
from Albertson College, and a Ed.D. from the University of Idaho.
Dwayne and his wife, JoAnn (Watson) ’71, have three daughters:
Stephanie Frank Carr ’83 (married to David Carr ’83), Sandy Frank
Canterbury ’85, and Shelly Frank Schaedel ’86 (married to Jan
Schaedel ’85). The Franks have seven grandchildren.
Dan is leaving his role as dean of the School of Engineering, Nursing,
and Science and professor of physics and mathematics after 40 years of
service. He received his B.S. in physics and mathematics from Morehead
State University in 1955, his M.S. in nuclear engineering from the
University of Cincinnati in 1963, and his Ph.D. in physics from The Ohio
State University in 1971.
Dan came to Cedarville in 1963 and became the chair of the
department of science and mathematics in 1989. He served in that
capacity until he was promoted to dean in 1998. He received the
Cedarville College Distinguished Service Award in 1992 and was chosen
Faculty Member of the Year in 1997.
During his service at Cedarville, he has served on the testing committee,
Summer School committee, athletic committee, educational policies

committee, and was class advisor to the classes of 1968 and 1976. He
chaired the engineering feasibility committee, ENS building task team, and
tenure committee, and was the athletic committee eligibility representative
and conference eligibility chairman.
He and his wife, Phyllis, are the proud parents of Phil, Danette Wetzel
Kienstra ’80, Mary Martindale, Paul ’92 (married to Jackie Rohm
Wetzel ’92), and Steve ’84 (who is deceased). They have 11 grandchildren
and one great-grandchild.
The education faculty and the science and mathematics faculty chose to
recognize Dwayne and Dan by awarding the 2003 Alumni Scholarship,
from the respective departments, in their honor. The awards were
presented to students at the annual Honors Day award ceremony on
April 11.
Since 1969, Cedarville University alumni have given generously toward
the Alumni Scholarship, growing this endowed fund in excess of
$235,000. Earnings from the investment of this endowment are used to
provide an annual scholarship of $1,000 to an exceptional student in each
of the University’s 12 academic departments. Students are selected by the
department faculty and presented the award during the Honors Day
ceremony.
All members of the University family are invited to participate by
making gifts to the University in honor of Dwayne and Dan.
The University will use these honorariums for scholarships in the education
and science and mathematics departments.
You may make your honorary gift online at www.cedarville.edu or by
mailing your contribution to Cedarville University. For questions, please
contact Kim Botta Longo ’02 or Dave Bartlett at 1-800-766-1115 or at
giftplanning@cedarville.edu.
We thank Dwayne and Dan for the years they have already given to
Cedarville and ask God’s blessing on their future service.

A
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African Princess and CU Students
Raise Awareness of African HIV/AIDS Crisis

ive years ago, at age 21, Princess Kasune Zulu of Zambia was
living a quiet life as a wife and a mother. Then she was
diagnosed as HIV-positive, and her life changed radically.
In March 2003, Princess, who is now an assistant development facilitator
for World Vision Zambia, shared her story as the keynote speaker at
Cedarville University’s “Soup for the Student’s Soul” fundraising dinner.
According to Princess, at the time of her diagnosis, one in five
Zambians were infected with HIV/AIDS. HIV/AIDS was a taboo topic, and
many HIV-positive people were simply giving up hope and resigning
themselves to a stigmatized life and death. Princess, however, decided,
“I shall not die before I am dead.”
After her diagnosis, Princess began
working to convince churches, political
groups, and others in Zambia that AIDS could
not be ignored. She pointed out that in a
situation such as Zambia’s, where 20 percent
of the population is infected, “Even if you are
not infected [by HIV], you are affected.”
Today Princess works through World
Vision’s Hope Initiative to promote HIV/AIDS
prevention as well as care and advocacy for
the sick. She coordinates health education
activities for youth and travels the world

F

sharing a message of hope. Princess believes that the HIV/AIDS crisis in
Africa can be quelled if people around the world work together to educate
and assist African nations.
The dinner raised $1,400 for the Miami Valley Ohio chapter of Women
of Vision’s Zambia project. This money will be used to assist the village of
Fishenei, Zambia, in attaining health and safety education and wells for
safe drinking water.
Princess also gave four additional lectures during her two-day stay. She
spoke on “Effects of AIDS and Death on Families,” “African Religion and
Culture,” “How World Vision and the Local Church are Collaborating to
Respond to HIV/AIDS,” and “How History and Politics Have Contributed to
the HIV/AIDS Crisis.”
In conjunction with Princess’ visit, Cedarville University students
planned several special events to focus attention on the HIV/AIDS crisis in
Africa. One senior social work group hung 6,000 multi-colored paper dolls
per day for five days in the Stevens Student Center. The dolls symbolized
the 6,000 people who die of AIDS daily in Africa and the 6,000 African
children who are orphaned by AIDS each day.
In addition, students held a letter-writing campaign, complete with a
casket on display to draw attention to their cause. Students could sign
letters to President Bush and Congress requesting an increase in America’s
2004 financial commitment to the African AIDS crisis.
For more information about Cedarville-area efforts to raise awareness
of the HIV/AIDS crisis in Africa, contact the social work office at
937-766-7676.
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Callan Athletic Center Named

O

n February 1, a ceremony was held to officially name
the Athletic Center after Dr. Don Callan, dean of the
School of Health and Human Performance, for his
43 years of service to the University.

Since coming to the University in 1960, Don has overseen the
department of exercise and sport science, athletic training, and the Yellow
Jacket athletics program. At one time, he jointly held the positions of
athletic director, head men’s basketball coach, and department chair.
A 1955 graduate of Taylor University, Don received his master’s degree
from Ball State University in 1960 and his Ph.D. from The Ohio State
University in 1968. He founded Missions Involvement Services at
Cedarville University and has been especially committed to worldwide
sports evangelism for four decades.
A member of the Halls of Fame at the NAIA, NCCAA, Cedarville
University, and Taylor University, Don received the prestigious Lifetime
Achievement Award presented by the Agonis Club of Dayton in 1996.
The award recognized his longtime commitment and contribution to
athletics in the state of Ohio.
We thank Don for his many years of service and congratulate him on
this most recent honor!

Join us at ACSI Conventions, on Saturdays during the school year, or in June and/or July for concentrated, practical graduate courses in education. Courses include:
• Abstinence Education
• Curriculum Theory: Analysis and Design
• Models of Teaching
• Advanced Media and Technology
• Diversity and Social Issues
• Program and Outcomes Assessment
• Applied Learning Theory
• Foundations of Biblical Theology
• School Improvement
• Bible Survey for Educators
• History and Philosophy in Education
• Special Topics in Instruction
• Intervention Strategies and Techniques
• Statistical Reasoning in Education

Take them for professional enrichment, ACSI certification, or to earn your master’s degree (over three
summers). You’ll learn from committed, experienced Christian faculty. You’ll grow personally
and professionally through the other Christian professionals in your class and daily study
of the Scriptures. You’ll return to your classroom inspired, empowered, and refreshed!

Call 1-888-CEDARVILLE (233-2784) for more information!
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Memorial Scholarships
an Stevens ’69 invested his life
pursuing his passion to help others
understand and then teach the Word
of God. He worked diligently to know Scripture,
do what it said, and teach it to others. This was a
driving influence in his life at home, in the
classroom, in the church, in the community, and
around the world. He modeled relational ministry.
To his family, he was a friend and mentor. To his friends, he was someone
to talk to, someone to laugh with, and a constant example of faith, hope,
and love.
Following fruitful ministries at Grand Rapids Baptist College and
Seminary, Western Seminary, and Biola University, Dan returned to his
alma mater, Cedarville University. He eagerly began his service as an
associate professor of Christian education in August 2002. Although he was
with us for only a short time before his sudden death on January 17,
2003, his creativity, humor, and compassion quickly endeared him to
faculty and students alike. His effectiveness in the classroom left an
enduring mark on those he trained.
The Stevens family established The Daniel Stevens Memorial
Scholarship to continue his ministry of training
students for service in Christian education.
Marinus “Rene” Hazen approached life with
steadiness and quiet composure. Throughout the
varying roles of his life, his character remained
consistent because it was anchored to his faith in
Jesus Christ. He was respected as a leader who
provided equal measures of encouragement and
wise counsel. He was also a man who
conscientiously enjoyed his lifetime passions: family, woodworking, and
Ohio State football.
Rene began his service at Cedarville in January 1983 as an associate
professor of accounting. During the previous two decades, he had served as
a CPA at Ernst & Ernst, controller at Cook United, Inc., and vice president of
finance at North American Systems, Inc. (Mr. Coffee). The depth and range
of his work experience gave him a distinct advantage in the classroom as
he trained students for careers in accounting, business, and finance.
Accordingly, he was promoted to chair of the department of business
administration in 1997.
After having just completed 20 years of service at the University,
Rene died suddenly on January 16, 2003. The Hazen family established
The Marinus Hazen Jr. Memorial Scholarship to help students who
are pursuing a career in finance.
To contribute toward either of these scholarship funds, or to establish a
memorial scholarship for a loved one, please contact Kim Botta Longo ’02
or Dave Bartlett at 1-800-766-1115 or giftplanning@cedarville.edu.
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SBC article continued from page 9
We have the unusual opportunity to keep our independent identity while
working with the SBC and other conservative evangelical groups,” he
explained. “In most cases, undergraduate institutions are owned and
operated by the state conventions. In our case, we remain a self-governing
institution with an independent board.”
“This relationship is an affirmation of where Cedarville University has
stood over the years,” he continued. “Our commitment to the inerrant Word
of God is clear and unequivocal. That steadfastness is what attracted the
attention of the SBC. And now, many thousands of Southern Baptist young
people who are seeking an institution where they can receive a quality
education in a thoroughly Christian environment will find it at Cedarville.”

Model UN Team Brings
Home Awards
Cedarville University team earned six conference awards in
February for their work at the 2003 Dayton Model United
Nations Conference. The team competed against 150 other
“UN delegates” from 16 colleges and universities.
Model United Nations conferences begin by presenting crisis situations
or global issues to student “delegates” who sit on model committees of
the UN. The delegates must react just as their assigned country would.
Using skills of diplomacy, leadership, persuasion, negotiation, speaking,
and writing, the students formulate a written resolution that a majority of
the “nations” will vote to approve. All the while, a committee judges
participants on their teamwork and ability to represent their country
accurately and effectively.
Cedarville team captain Kimberly Edlund ’03 (Cedarville, Ohio) earned
the award of Outstanding Judge for her performance on the International
Criminal Tribune for Rwanda. Rob Wallace ’03 (Allegan, Michigan) earned
the award of Outstanding Delegate for his representation of Palestine at
the Organization of the Islamic Conference.
Honorable mentions were earned by Rachel Beach ’03 (Somerset,
Kentucky), Jason Charrette ’04 (Manchester, New Hampshire), Kerry Estes
’04 (Cedarville, Ohio), and Melissa Fawcett ’04 (Cedarville, Ohio). Rachel
represented China in the Security Council Simulation Exercise, while Kerry
represented China on the Security Council. Jason represented Malaysia in
the Organization of the Islamic Conference while Melissa represented
Malaysia in the World Health Organization.
The team is advised by Dr. Frank Jenista ’68, who has 25 years of
experience as an American diplomat and serves as professor of
international studies at Cedarville.

A
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Alumni Association News
Athletic Hall of Fame Inducts Five at
Alumni Winter Weekend

(Left to Right) Tim Birk ’79, Shane Hardy ’91, Joyce Walker King ’64,
Dominic McKinley ’92, Julianne Pletcher Miller ’97

bounty of sports activities chased away the winter blues at the
Alumni Winter Weekend held January 31-February 1.
Festivities began at the Athletic Hall of Fame Banquet, at
which five new members were inducted into the University’s Athletic Hall
of Fame. The inductees were golfer Tim Birk ’79, pitcher Shane
Hardy ’91, basketball player Dominic McKinley ’92, runner Julianne
Pletcher

A

Miller ’97, and manager/statistician Joyce Walker King ’64.
Tim, a golf athlete from 1978-79, played as number one in both of
his years at Cedarville. He has the first (74.8) and third (75.9) lowest
18-hole averages in school history and was the 1978 Mid-Ohio
Conference medalist.
Shane, a baseball player from 1987-90, was a four-year letter winner.
He was a .316 career hitter with 17 pitching victories. In 1990, Shane led
the team to the 1990 Mid-Ohio Conference title and was an All-NAIA
District 22 and All-Ohio Conference pitcher.
Dominic is the twelfth all-time leading basketball scorer with 1,660
points and the fifth all-time leading rebounder with 1,047. He holds all of
Cedarville’s steals records and led the team to the 1992 Mid-Ohio
Conference title. He played from 1988-92.
Julianne, an outstanding cross country and track runner from 1993-97,
was a three-time NAIA All-American and four-time NCCAA All-American in
cross country. She was twice named an NAIA All-American in track.
Joyce was awarded for her meritorious service. For more than 30 years
she served in track and cross country meet management and worked as a
basketball statistician.
The weekend also offered a cheerleader reunion, alumnae basketball
game, alumni basketball game, children’s activities, and men’s and
women’s varsity basketball games. It was a basketball-filled weekend

Heritage Corner

O

n May 3, the Heritage Alumni celebrated Cedar Day with a
luncheon in the President’s Dining Room. Sharing their
memories of Cedar Day festivities were two former Cedar Day
Queens: Jane Frame Mills ’39 and Martha (Pud) Anderson Benham ’41.
The current student recipients of the John W. Bickett Heritage
Scholarships were on hand to learn about the early days of Cedarville
University and express their gratitude to the Heritage Alumni for
establishing this scholarship fund.

Upcoming Heritage Events
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June 19 - Lunch and Cincinnati Reds Game
July 7 - Alumnae Educators Luncheon
July 17 - The Heritage Center in Springfield
August 13 - Peter Pan at LaComedia
September 16 - Heroes of Ohio at the Cedarville Opera House
October 10 - Homecoming Luncheon

Alumni Events

For more information, go to www.cedarville.edu/alumni
and click on “Alumni Events.”

March 7 - Columbus, Ohio

March 8 - Canton, Ohio

March 13 - Cedarville University Women’s Summit

March 15 - Lansing, Michigan

March 24 - West Palm Beach, Florida

March 27 - Orlando, Florida

Calendar of Campus Events
June 10

July 7-11

August 15-17

Summer Session II Begins

Girls Volleyball Camp

Getting Started Weekend

June 16-20

July 10-12, 24-26

August 18-22

Girls Basketball Camp

Summer Previews

June 19-21, 26-28

July 21-25

Fall Bible Conference
Dr. Bill Brown
Pastor Joe Novenson

Summer Previews

Boys Basketball Camp

June 23-27

July 21-25

August 20

Boys and Girls
Soccer Camp

Soccer Day Camp

Classes Begin

Upcoming Alumni Events
June 25
Riverside, California

August 7
Cleveland, Ohio

June 28
San Diego, California

October 10-11
Homecoming,
Cedarville, Ohio

June 30
Elyria, Ohio

November 20
Atlanta, Georgia

July 1
Arnold, Pennsylvania
Find more events @ www.cedarville.edu/alumni.
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Cedarville University
Graduation

View more graduation photos at www.cedarville.edu/alumni.

L O G O S
W h a t ’s

t h e

Wo r d ?

Of Infinite Value
By Dr. David and Karin Mappes

hen given the opportunity to address the issue of children
with special needs, both my wife Karin and I were
delighted. Karin is a registered occupational therapist who
has worked with children for more than 20 years. She is currently
employed by the Greene County (Ohio) Educational Service Center serving
Greeneview/Jamestown local school district where our two daughters
attend school. I had the unique opportunity to grow up with a brother
who was physically challenged from birth with a diagnosis of spina bifida.
When my brother was born in the early 60s, some people simply did
not know how to respond to him or to our family. His first surgery
occurred when he was less than three hours old. Some tried to ignore the
disability while others
defined him by his
disability. In the GrecoRoman society most
special needs children
were often discarded
(exposed to the
elements) so they would
die. Fortunately, in
today’s Western society,
children with disabilities
are protected by our
legal system and by a
growing awareness of
each child’s own unique
worth.
However, the question
of intrinsic worth does
continue to surface. How
does the believer in Christ define human worth and value? Certainly this
value is not simply based on what one can tangibly contribute to society.
James 1:27 paints a vivid picture that true, pure religion is to minister to
those in distress, specifically the orphan and widow. Interestingly, neither
the widow nor the orphan of that day could make tangible, measurable
contributions to the church or society. Clearly, in God’s economy, the value
of human life transcends his/her tangible, economic, or intellectual
contributions.

W
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James 1:27 as well as Deuteronomy 14:29 reinforce this strong biblical
view of the intrinsic worth of an individual. Intrinsic worth is derived from
our Creator. In Genesis 1:27, Moses writes that we have been “created …
in His own image.” God has stamped His moral likeness in each person
regardless of gender, ethnic background, physical appearance, intellectual
capacity, etc. God has given each person the ability to be like Himself in
certain respects. Humanity is defined in terms of being created in God’s
image. If we were not created in God’s image, we would not be human.
God places unique value on His supreme creation — humanity
(Psalm 8:4-6) — because we were created for His own glory. Isaiah
writes in 43:7, “Everyone who is called by My name, And whom I have
created for My glory,
Whom I have formed,
even whom I have
made.” And in verse 21,
he writes, “The people
whom I formed for
Myself.” Hence, ultimate
intrinsic value is derived
from our Creator God
and not from our status
in life or from
contributions we make to
society. Neither the
quality of life nor the
length of expected life
determines the worth of
the individual. Each
person has intrinsic
worth because of our
Creator (Psalm 139:13-15). John reinforces this truth in Revelation 4:11.
He writes, “Worthy art Thou, our Lord and our God, to receive glory and
honor and power; for Thou didst create all things, and because of Thy will
they existed, and were created.”
Scripture clearly affirms that individuals with special needs are indeed
created by God for His glory. In Exodus 4:11, Moses argued with the Lord
that he could not confront Pharaoh due to his ineloquent speech and his
slowness of tongue. Note the Lord’s reply: “And the LORD said to him,
“Who has made man’s mouth? Or who makes him dumb or deaf, or
seeing or blind? Is it not I, the LORD?’” Moses clearly affirms that the

LORD creates individuals who are unable to speak, hear or see. In John
9:2, Jesus’ disciples ask Jesus whose sin resulted in a man being born
blind. Jesus responds, “It was neither that this man sinned, nor his parents;
but it was in order that the works of God might be displayed in him.”
Again, Jesus affirms that God was the Creator of this blind man.
Jeremiah succinctly summarized the 31-year reign of King Josiah.
Jeremiah 22:16 states that Josiah “’pled the cause of the afflicted and
needy; then it was well. Is not that what it means to know Me?’ declares
the LORD.” A relationship with God entails recognizing the uniqueness of
individual worth and responding appropriately. Josiah’s entire ministry was
summarized by how he treated the afflicted and needy. As many Christian
pastors and writers have often affirmed, the ultimate measure or test of
our humanity is how humanely we treat one another.
God makes no mistakes. He is sovereignly ruling the universe as He
brings His plan to fruition (Eph. 1:11). Some families and churches are
uniquely blessed with special needs children who require love and
attention. After many, many years of ministry and life involvement, my
wife and I offer some insights for families and churches who have special
needs children.
1) View your child as an image bearer and not through the lens of
his/her disability. Don’t allow a special need or disability to define your
child, your marriage relationship, or family. Certainly, special needs require
unique parenting. However, each child is a person in God’s image. Learn
to look beyond the disability to the person of the child.
Celebrate little victories and enjoy the sheer simplicity of loving touches
and smiles. Focus on the beautiful honesty and expression each child brings
to your family.
2) Commit yourself to your entire family. Don’t try to raise your child
alone. Current studies indicate that approximately 90 percent of couples
with special needs children will divorce. Look for special opportunities to get
away with your spouse. Perhaps family or friends can receive some special
training to help care for your children. Nurture one another as well as your
other children. Involve extended family and church family in your life.
Many times church ministries or parent support groups can help your
efforts.
3) Parents need to give themselves permission to grieve. Some children
with special needs will not experience pivotal life events like marriage or
college. Some children will not enjoy even the simple pleasures of running,
seeing, or hearing birds sing. Grieving is a process in acknowledging these
losses. Grieving should not be considered wrong or unholy. Sharing these
disappointments together should not be confused with a lack of love for
your child. Grandparents, parents, other siblings and in some cases the
disabled child should share about these losses with one another.
Siblings oftentimes experience an entire spectrum of emotions such as
embarrassment, guilt, isolation or even resentment. Families should openly
discuss the nature of a disability. Open communication is essential, as is
spending time with each child in the family.

4) Do not blame yourself. Many couples will either blame themselves or
one another when a special needs child is born. They often ask, “What did
we do wrong” or perhaps “Is God punishing me?” Many disabilities have
no known cause or prevention. Some children do become disabled through
an accident which perhaps may have been prevented (like a near drowning
or an auto accident). Some babies are born with disabilities due to parental
drug involvement. Parents need to remember that God is in sovereign
control and that He loves them and their children.
Guilt is a powerful force. Parents need to embrace God’s forgiveness
through His Son (John 1:12; 3:16). Remember that there is now “no
condemnation for those in Christ” (Romans 8:1). There is no guilt for any
sin or mistake when we are united to Christ. The penalty of all sins was
fully paid by Christ (II Corinthians 5:14-21). While there is no
condemnation for those in Christ, Satan is referred to as the accuser (or
condemner) of the brethren (Revelation 12:10). Don’t allow Satanic
accusation to overpower your life with guilt. Whatever the cause of a
disability, parents need to accept the complete unqualified forgiveness and
acceptance of Christ. Live in grace.
5) Work hard at understanding your child’s disability by gaining
accurate information. Read, and meet with doctors, specialists, and
educational professionals regarding each child’s unique situation. Remain
alert to legislation and your child’s guaranteed legal rights but be careful
not to become adversarial. While it is important to become well-informed
about your child’s disability, be careful not to become consumed by it.
6) Maintain modest expectations. Most likely, doctors, specialists, and
institutions will not be able to remove your child’s disability. Many special
needs children can learn to effectively cope and enjoy a meaningful quality
of life. Provide appropriate choices and areas of responsibility for each
child in your family. In some cases, as children grow older, parents may
need to consider group homes or live-in assistants. Families should discuss
and develop transition plans as they consider the future for their children.
7) Live life today and enjoy the moment. Jesus speaks so clearly
about trusting Him with all of our cares and concerns. In Matthew 6:24-34,
He asks us to seek first His kingdom and His righteousness. Joy is a gift
from the Lord that transcends any and all of life’s difficulties.
Both Karin and I and our marriage have been enriched through
ministering to special needs children and families. As Christians living in a
technological 21st century which associates performance with worth, we
must continually focus on the inestimable value of simply being human.
Dr. David Mappes serves as assistant professor of Bible at Cedarville
University. He and Karin reside in Cedarville with their two children,
Ruth and Abigail.
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Specially Equipped
for Special Needs
By Cessna Catherine Winslow

W

hen it comes to raising special needs
children, it is amazing how God
uniquely equips some people. Karen
Fuller Richards ’92 is an example of that truth.
Recently Karen’s oldest son was diagnosed with
autism. However, her experience with special needs
children began at her own birth, having had an older
brother with cerebral palsy and mental retardation.
“Brian was never able to talk, but you knew what
he wanted or needed from his body language or
facial expressions,” explained Karen. “His
disabilities affected his physical and mental stature,
but not his emotional stature. He had a delightful
personality and a very loving heart.” Brian died
unexpectedly in 1997. “I loved my brother dearly,
and I miss him very much,” Karen shared.
Karen didn’t always feel that way about Brian.
She admits there were times in her youth when she
was embarrassed to be seen with a brother who
looked and acted so different. “People would just
stare at him, and it made me feel uncomfortable.
Later, there were times when I would be in denial
about having to do things differently because of my
brother. I tried to live my life somewhat emotionally
disconnected from Brian,” she admitted.
It wasn’t until her time at Cedarville that Karen
realized how much her special needs brother was a
part of her and how much she loved him. “To do
anything short of fully embracing who he was,
special needs and all, was denying a big blessing
God had decreed for my life and my family,” she
confessed. “Brian, even through all the difficult
times of meeting his needs, taught us the true
meaning of patience, loving others, denying yourself
to serve others, perseverance, honesty, and
sincerity.” Karen says the greatest lesson her brother
taught her was to daily trust in God’s sovereignty
and fully depend on Him to carry her through life’s
difficulties.
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“We never knew why Brian was born the way he was; we
just knew this was what God had decreed. This was what
brought Him glory and who were we to question if God knew
what He was doing?” Karen said. Karen feels it was a blessing
to have a sibling like Brian. She shared, “In the months
following his death I felt a hole in my life from not having a
special needs person in my life. I would never trade Brian for
any other brother, nor have Brian any other way than how God
made him.” Brian never attended college, but Karen’s other
siblings — Marla Fuller Anderson ’87, Dennis Fuller ’91, and
Jill Fuller Larson ’95 — are also Cedarville alums.
In August 1997 — seven months after Brian passed away —
Karen gave birth to her first child. It wasn’t long before Karen
realized that her son, Will, was different from his peers.
Her initial clues started with a visit with her Cedarville
roommate and dear friend, Dana Filer Ward ’92.
As Karen and Dana watched their children playing together,
Dana observed Will’s differences. “She noticed Will did not
understand any verbal commands unless I used gestures and
repeated the command over and over,” Karen recalled.
“He also didn’t say more than one or two words at a time.
He didn’t know how to play with toys unless I showed him.
He didn’t seem to notice others when he played, and he

considered them a bother if they came close to him. He also
made no eye contact with other children.” Additionally, Will’s
gross motor skills were choppy and weak, and he screamed
when anyone touched his head. Karen had long noticed Will’s
peculiar ways but figured it was a combination of his
personality and her being a novice at parenting.
Dana lovingly expressed her concerns about the things she
saw in Will. Karen was relieved that someone else was seeing
things that she had been observing. “Dana has a master’s
degree in social work, so we decided to look through her
books to see if we could find a term to define what we were
seeing,” noted Karen. “Autism seemed to fit Will’s behavior,
but so did a few other conditions.” Karen contacted Will’s
pediatrician. After a series of tests and evaluations by a variety
of specialists, in March 2001 it was determined that Will was
indeed autistic.
Autism manifests itself through a variety of behaviors and
reactions. Autistics often exhibit sensory extremes. “Will hears
sounds amplified, so at church during the singing he
sometimes holds his hands over his ears and starts crying
because it hurts. Sometimes he tries to sing along, but he sings
as loudly as he hears others singing, so he is actually shouting
out the words,” Karen explained. “At first my husband tried to
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hush Will so it wouldn’t be so embarrassing. But I believe
when God commands us to make a joyful noise unto the Lord,
it means we are to sing to Him as best we can in the way He
made us. And if this is the way God made Will, then he should
sing the way he knows how.”
The same happens in church if something funny is said and
the congregation chuckles. Karen says Will laughs out loud
because that is the level he hears, and occasionally that garners
looks from others that seem to say, “What is wrong with your
child?” or “What kind of parent are you?”
“We try not to take this personally, but when we are already
struggling from a difficult day with Will’s autism, it can be
what sends us over the edge,” Karen confessed.
Autistics tend to be very insecure, and so structure and
consistency are important. Karen shared, “At home we follow
a routine, but anything that deviates from that throws Will into
confusion, restlessness, and an inability to focus.” Also, any
place that is crowded or busy overwhelms Will. “Before we
take him anywhere we consider many factors,” Karen stated.
“Will it be too crowded or loud? Is Will calm and has he had
an easy, stress-free day so far or is he wiped out from
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something earlier in the day? Do we have enough energy to do
this, and what is our back-up plan if Will has a meltdown and
we need to make a quick escape?”
The area where Karen feels the greatest need is for wisdom in
knowing how and when to discipline Will. She noted,
“Disciplining is difficult because we try to explain to him what
he did wrong, and we can tell that he just doesn’t understand
what we are saying. We try to differentiate between not
understanding and rebellion, but sometimes it is difficult to
know.”
Despite the confusion and uncertainty, Karen feels that by
earning a degree in chemistry/biology and secondary education,
she has an edge in understanding Will. She explained, “God has
prepared me for having an autistic son by directing what areas I
studied at Cedarville. I use my science background to help me
understand brain function. Since autism is a neurological
disorder, I am able to pick up any medical journal and learn the
latest findings on how the brain works and from that figure out
how Will’s brain is lacking in that area and then better
understand his autism. From that I can address his therapy
needs.” Karen uses her education background to help her
understand how Will learns.

Even with her education and life experience, Karen, like
any special needs parent, often yearns for support. That need
is primarily met through her church as many people have
faithfully prayed while others have volunteered to watch Will
and Karen’s two younger sons whenever she and her husband
Dave need a break. Karen remarked, “One family found a
way to encourage us by giving us canned green beans and
frozen sweet corn (Will’s favorites) because they realize I
don’t have time to grow a garden. This may sound like a
trivial thing to do, but each time I serve those vegetables, it
ministers to my heart and at times brings tears to my eyes.”
She has also found support in her former roommate. “Dana
and I have remained good friends since our time at college,
and her support and encouragement through Will’s autism
have drawn us even closer,” Karen acknowledges. “I can call
her anytime with things that are heavy on my heart, and she
shares in my sorrows and in my joys and lovingly reminds
me of God’s truths.”
Karen realizes that she is blessed to have supportive friends
since many people don’t understand autism and what a parent
or caregiver experiences. Consequently sometimes people
can unintentionally be insensitive. “They think it is just a
type of personality. People think that just because someone
doesn’t have an obvious exterior physical abnormality that
everything must be fine on the inside. Autistic people are
usually gifted in a certain area, so this all the more makes
people think there is nothing wrong,” Karen explained.
There are times when Karen is so overwhelmed with the
challenges of raising an autistic child that she admits that she
goes numb and emotionally shuts down. She expressed,
“At that point, all I can do is to flee to Christ for comfort and
strength. Even though I may feel like He is the one
responsible for giving me this bitter cup, I beg Him to give
me a larger measure of faith to trust Him more in this area.”
Still, Karen maintains that God has uniquely prepared her
for having a special needs child. “I see families struggling
with their special needs child just as I struggled with Brian,”
she said. “How I want to share with them what I learned in
the 28 years of being with Brian and to encourage them to
get past the shock, grief, denial, embarrassment, and the
blaming and instead simply love their child and consider him
or her a blessing.” She confesses that there are times when
she struggles with the idea of having an autistic son.
She noted, “I am not immune to the natural feeling a parent
with a special child would have. It’s just that God in His
mercy has equipped me to handle the unique trials of having
a special needs child.”

To read more alumni stories of children with autism, visit
www.cedarville.edu/alumni.
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The Little Boy God Forgot
Kelsey Bennett Bredow ’74
Kelsey Bennett Bredow ’74 retraces the spiritual journey on which God led
her as she raised a severely mentally and physically impaired son.

G

od forgot our little boy. Or so it seemed from our earthly
perspective. Can I possibly share our story of being parents to a
severely mentally and physically impaired son for almost 19
years? It is a tragedy so awful I wouldn’t wish it on anyone, yet it is an
experience so precious to me that I wouldn’t change it. When I was 27, it
threatened my faith and almost destroyed my marriage as I focused on the
impossible living situation we found ourselves in. Never before in my life had I
faced a future of such despair.
At three and a half months of age, our beautiful baby boy, Larry II, started
having seizures leading to hospital stays, medical tests, different medications,
and a special diet. Nothing worked for more than a few days. He lost the few
skills he did have, and basically stayed the same mentally for the rest of his
life. Physically he grew, but that only compounded the problem of taking care
of him. He couldn’t hold up his head, he had to be fed, he had difficulty
swallowing, he couldn’t follow movement with his eyes, he could not talk, and
he cried a lot. We didn’t even know if he knew us.
When he became so heavy he couldn’t be carried for very long, he
advanced to a wheelchair with special supports to keep him in place. I hated
that wheelchair, but I couldn’t function without it. Each day was a struggle
trying to get Larry better, taking him to doctors, giving him physical therapy,
feeding him, and observing the effects of the seizure medications. There were
no rewards like a hug or a smile or a first word. Our twin daughters were two
and a half years old at that time and were very healthy, normal, and full of
energy. That first year, well-meaning friends and relatives would come and
take them on outings to give me a break. What I really wanted was someone
to take Larry.
Every prayer for Larry was unanswered. He continued to get worse. He got
pneumonia. His seizures did not stop. We felt like we were going through life
with our feet nailed to the ground. I cried to God, “If you are not going to
change Larry, then you’ll have to change me!” God spoke to me through
Psalm 40:1-4 — “I waited patiently for the Lord; He turned to me and heard
my cry. He lifted me out of the slimy pit, out of the mud and mire; He set my
feet on a rock and gave me a firm place to stand. He put a new song in my
mouth, a hymn of praise to our God. Many will see and fear and put their
trust in the Lord.” It seemed those verses were just for me. I would wait and
see how God would work.
Thus began a shifting of our focus. Instead of changing Larry, we would
learn to live with Larry … to have a family life around Larry. The priority
would not always be Larry, but instead would sometimes be our other children
and our marriage. We started focusing on God and His power to help us cope
and to make wise decisions.
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If I had known in the beginning that caring for Larry would last almost 19
years, I would have collapsed under the burden. But living one day at a time,
one meal at a time, was something we could do.
Looking back, God answered our needs each day. We had excellent medical
insurance and we came across the best doctors. We found that we lived in the
county that was the state’s model for special education, and Larry was eligible
to attend. He went there from age three until the day he died at age 18 and a
half. I learned to use the community resources available to us. I learned to ask
for help. We found wonderful babysitters and respite care providers so we
could take family vacations. Sticking to Larry’s schedule kept our life very
structured and disciplined which resulted in our getting more accomplished!

... God had used the weakest, most
helpless little boy to teach us about
the power of God.
There were still times of despair and bitter complaining, but always God
would help us see some of our blessings and give us renewed strength to
continue. There was happiness again and joy, too. We focused on heaven and
what Larry would be like there. God was teaching us to love Larry with an
unconditional, Christlike love as we daily met Larry’s many needs. Larry was a
constant reminder in our home of what is really important and what will last
for eternity. I Corinthians 13:8,12,13 states: “Love never fails. But where there
are prophecies, they will cease; where there are tongues, they will be stilled;
where there is knowledge, it will pass away … Now we see but a poor
reflection as in a mirror; then we shall see face to face. Now I know in part;
then I shall know fully, even as I am fully known. And now these three
remain: faith, hope, and love. But the greatest of these is love.”
We realized at Larry’s funeral that God had used the weakest, most helpless
little boy to teach us about the power of God. There was a peaceful
thankfulness in my heart. I was so happy Larry was home in heaven and God
would take care of him now. I was happy my job was over. I could see how
God had kept us in His hands and held us together as a family. I know how
precious God is when you need Him so much. Lamentations 3:22-23 reveals:
“Because of the Lord’s great love we are not consumed, for His compassions
never fail. They are new every morning; great is Your faithfulness.”
We look forward to seeing Larry again — standing, not sitting in a
wheelchair … laughing, not crying … and, most awesome of all, in the
presence of Jesus.

Hope in Christ
Kori Hopeman Davis ’99
Having a niece with spina bifida has completely changed the life of Kori
Hopeman Davis ’99. Here is her story in her own words.

I

will never forget October 16, 2000. It was three weeks before my
wedding. I was at work when I received a phone call from my best friend
… my sister. She told me the child she had been carrying for 16 weeks
had just been diagnosed with spina bifida. As I hung up the phone, I knew our
lives would be changed forever.
I grieved for the loss of the “perfect child” my family had been anticipating.
The weeks ahead were some of the most challenging weeks of my life. How
could I process two extreme emotions — the happiness and joy of my
wedding and the grief that my family and my sister … my matron of honor
… were feeling. During those weeks, I clung to the words that had become
engraved on my heart during my time at Cedarville, “Christ is all I need.”
Until then I had not experienced the true strength that comes from needing
Christ completely.
Supported by family and prayer, my sister decided that she and her unborn
baby girl would undergo in-utero surgery
in an attempt to minimize the effect of
spina bifida. Two days after my wedding,
they drove to Vanderbilt University where
my niece, Alexis Hope, became the 103rd
child to have in-utero surgery for spina
bifida. No one could deny that God’s hand
was in this as surgery was performed on a
22-week-old unborn baby. On that day,
Alexis Hope became our miracle baby.
After our wedding, my husband and I
made Cleveland, Ohio, our home.
However, in May 2001, when Alexis was
two months old, we felt led by God to
move back to Wisconsin to help with our
niece. I took a position as a social worker for a county Birth to Three Program.
This program provides therapy and intervention for children with development
delays and special needs. Little did I know how actively involved my family
and Alexis would become in the program.
In college, I had written a speech with the theme “It Takes a Village to Raise
a Child.” I soon learned that it takes a whole community to raise a special
needs child. Nurses, doctors, specialists, therapists, and other social service
agencies all were coordinated to help Alexis. We learned the importance of
coming together as a family to support Alexis in every way possible.
The first year of Alexis’ life was full of adjustments as we pulled together
and began to realize life with a “special needs” child. Because of the wide
variety of ways that spina bifida can affect a child’s development, there were
many unanswered questions and just as many unknowns.
Having a special needs child is exhausting physically, emotionally, and
mentally. In spite of this, Alexis is one of my family’s greatest joys. We
treasure each day we have with her and have learned not to take any moment
with her for granted.

In May 2002, at the age of 14 months, Alexis took a few assisted steps.
The joy was overwhelming! What a miracle! However, one month later we
received the devastating news that Alexis had spinal meningitis. She spent a
month in the pediatric intensive care unit, bravely fighting for her life. She
was released and appeared to be on the road to recovery, but the spinal
meningitis returned a few weeks later. She spent another month in the
hospital, resulting in a total of 14 surgeries and procedures. As a result, Alexis
has a brain shunt, is paralyzed in her left leg, and has partial movement in
her right leg. She can’t crawl or take steps anymore.
During that difficult time, I clung to the hope that I have in Christ. Again we
grieved; our miracle baby was possibly paralyzed. I began to question why,
but was constantly reminded by Alexis’ middle name of the “Hope” that we
have in Jesus Christ. A month passed before Alexis was able to sit without
assistance. After another month, with much determination, she was able to
drag her body along the floor, a heart-breaking but courageous effort to
crawl. We praised God. Then, once again, there was a devastating setback.
Alexis had a major fracture of her left leg and, as a result, was put into a body
cast for six to eight weeks.
Each day after work, I go to my
sister’s home and help her with our special
needs child. I have many roles: helping
with daily therapy, assisting in the many
phone calls involving Alexis’ care,
arranging meals from the church after
hospitalizations, notifying the church and
prayer chain of updates, and being a
“crazy aunt” that entertains and helps
make the sun shine in Alexis’ life.
I’ve held my niece’s hand as she is
being taken away for surgery and I’ve
held onto the hands of my sister and her
husband as we have awaited the results of life-threatening procedures. In spite
of the difficulties, there is blessing and joy in knowing that, no matter the
outcome or circumstance, God is with us.
As a family, we have each other and we have the hope and faith that Alexis
Hope will be “perfect” in heaven. We have the opportunity of cherishing every
moment with Alexis. We celebrate every little thing she does and have learned
to take nothing for granted. I still ache when my niece asks to be put down as
if she has forgotten she can’t crawl or walk like all the other children, or when
she politely says, “Please help,” and points to the toy she wants that is out of
reach. It is during those times that I remember God’s promise to be my Rock,
my Strength, and my Deliverer.
I pray for blessings on Alexis and her life. I can’t wait to see Alexis grow in
Him and His love. Even in her darkest moments, our sweet Alexis will hug and
kiss us. With each laugh, each kiss she blows, each hug, I am reminded of
Christ’s love for us. Even in the midst of pain and sorrow, there is sunshine and
hope in Christ.
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Higher Ways
Michelle Nelson Kuzma ’93
Michelle Nelson Kuzma ’93 and her husband, Ron,
learned many lessons through the process of adopting
their children.
“For My thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways
My ways, declares the LORD. For as the heavens are higher than
the earth, so are My ways higher than your ways, And My
thoughts than your thoughts.”
Isaiah 55:8-9 (NAS)

I

n 1996, my husband Ron and I “decided” to have
children. However, the Lord decided we needed to
wait. Three years and numerous doctors’ visits
later, we still had not conceived. We then knew God was
leading us to adopt.
Adoption can be very costly, so we sought the advice of a Christian financial
counselor. This counselor told us we should consider American adoption, which
is less expensive than foreign. My heart was set on Russian adoption, so I was
crushed. But, since we asked for wise counsel, we decided the best thing would
be to follow it. So, we applied for American adoption. Two and a half years
passed. A total of three birthmothers chose us to parent their child but then
changed their minds. I learned some very important spiritual lessons during
this time of waiting.
The most important thing I learned was God doesn’t “owe” us children. Even
our breath is a gift from Him. Too many Christians think if a person accepts
God’s will, He will give that person what he or she wants. Psalm 37:4 (NASV)
states, “Delight yourself in the LORD; And He will give you the desires of your
heart.” This is not a magic formula for getting what we want from the
Almighty. Rather, it is a long process of learning to want what God wants for us
and focusing on the blessings we already have. Although I did have the
occasional pity party because we could not have children the “normal” way,
I eventually came to realize God does not give us anything we cannot handle.
I also began to see things from the perspective of my future children. This was
not all about me. Somewhere out there were children in need of parents who,
like me, did not have the luxury of choosing their circumstances.
After two and a half years of remaining on the American adoption list, the
Lord miraculously provided us with the money we needed to apply for Russian
adoption! I had been trying to get to Russia since hearing Bruce Wilkinson at
Cedarville in 1992 concerning the spiritual need in Russia. I had also been
interested in adoption since helping start a crisis pregnancy center in 1991,
also while attending Cedarville College. I remember a friend at Cedarville
asking me, “Why are you so interested in abortion and adoption?” My
response at the time was “I don’t know; I just am.” Now I knew. The Lord was
going to bring together my burden for Russia, my interest in adoption, and my
desire for children. We were not abnormal — we were chosen by God! If we
had been able to have children the natural way, all the desires of my heart
would not have been fulfilled!
Foreign adoption has its own set of special needs for the parents and
children involved. Most Russian children are adopted from orphanages.
Although some orphanage staffs care for the children and do the best they can
with what they have, Russia is a poverty-stricken country, supplies are limited,
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and hygiene is poor by American standards. More
importantly, one-on-one attention towards the children is
limited. Many orphanage children rock themselves back
and forth when upset, ill, or sleepy because there is no
one to hold them. Attachment disorder can also be a
problem. This is an emotional disorder where the child
does not know how to show love as a result of never
having bonded with a parent. Because alcoholism is so
common in Russia, fetal alcohol syndrome is also a
frequent problem. This can cause problems as minor as
learning difficulties or as severe as mental retardation and
heart defects. More special needs emerge simply because these children are
not always newborns. In America, children who are not newborns are harder to
place with adoptive families, even though they may be perfectly healthy, both
mentally and physically.
For the parents involved, foreign adoption can be an exciting adventure and
a priceless opportunity for spiritual growth. However, at times it is also
exhausting and stressful. Going to a foreign country to meet your child is a
surreal experience. It can be scary being one of few Americans in a foreign
country. Taking time off work to make trips overseas can be an issue with
employers as well as bank accounts. The wait can also be agonizing. Imagine
having a baby in the hospital. After you have the baby, the doctor tells you to
come back and pick him up in four to sixteen weeks … they’ll let you know
when. Then, after bringing him home, you have friends, family, and even
strangers asking personal and rather impolite questions about your children,
such as, “What happened to their real parents?” or “Didn’t you feel like you
were buying a baby?” Adoptive parents need lots of prayer!
We adopted our son Daniel Paul and daughter Katherine Rayann on July
26, 2002, seven months after our initial application to Russia. The Lord indeed
gave us the desires of our heart in His own time. He gave us the two most
beautiful and intelligent children in the whole world (I may be a bit biased
here), and as a bonus, my daughter has red hair and my son has dimples —
two traits I always dreamed my children would have! As a friend of mine, who
is also an adoptive mother, kept telling me, “God has two very special children
specifically chosen for you to mother. He will give you the perfect ones for
you.” She was certainly right. Now we will be able to share Christ with two
little Russians for the remainder of this life.
At this writing, our babies are two years old and doing wonderfully. The
most beautiful sound in the world is their laughter. As for me, I am content to
stay at home and sweep up Cheerios and cottage cheese, in between hugs and
kisses. They were definitely worth the six-year wait. I will probably have to
wait until Heaven to know why our children had to have such a hard start in
life, but that is OK. God does not owe us an explanation. His ways are higher
than ours.
Ron and Michelle reside in Lansing, Michigan, where they are active
members of South Baptist Church. Ron works as a certified mechanic at Story
Oldsmobile, while Michelle is now a stay-at-home mom. She still works
occasionally at Ingham Regional Medical Center to keep her registered nurse
skills current. The Kuzmas can be reached at ronandmichelle@yahoo.com.

Turning Sorrow to Joy
Tim Bullock ’84
Cynthia Bullock shares how she and her husband have seen God’s divine
guidance and plan in the circumstances surrounding their hearing-impaired
children.

I

t was a beautiful day in autumn. I could feel the heat of the sun on my
face, but I was shaking with chill. My husband, Tim, and I had staggered
out of the audiologist’s office with the devastating information that our
bubbly, vivacious little 18-month-old daughter, Josalyn, was profoundly deaf.
I turned to my husband before bursting into tears and cried, “She doesn’t
even know me as Mommy! She thinks I’m just that lady who slaps her hand
for no reason!” As Tim held me in the parking lot that morning while I wept,
I wondered how God could possibly be in control of this catastrophe! We could
not see how securely He was holding us in the palm of His hand. Later, as I
looked back, I could see that God was in complete control and had already
been preparing the way!
When Josalyn was only three months old, Tim took a graduate course in
special needs children. He was in the process of getting his master’s degree in
math education, and the special needs course was the only course available
that would fit into his schedule. For a
required research paper on learning style
for different impairments, Tim chose
hearing impairment (deafness).
This early research provided us a unique
understanding of the controversy
between auditory oral education and
total communication education more than
a year before we knew about Josalyn’s
deafness. Tim’s research enabled us to
choose a method quickly without a lot of
confusion.
We chose the auditory oral program,
or in other words, we wanted our child to talk. Besides the research that Tim
did, God had placed us in a county in Michigan which has a nationally
recognized oral program. Josalyn was enrolled at 19 months.
The amount of work was tremendous. Not only did we need to teach
Josalyn to recognize sounds, but also every word! She went to school every
day and the number of doctor appointments was staggering (about 48 during
the worst year). I just thanked God for our daughter Kayla’s hearing (Kayla is
15 months younger than her sister). I did not know what I would do if I had
two hearing-impaired children.
When Josalyn was 21 months, I found that I was expecting number three.
We were elated. We had wanted all of our children close in age. During this
time, we went for a second opinion on the cause of Josalyn’s deafness. I felt
the chill as the doctor said that it was Mondini malformation, which is a genetic
disorder that causes the cochlea to be malformed. The doctor explained that
each of our children would have a one in four chance of being deaf.
Intuitively, I knew that my unborn child would be hearing-impaired, and
indeed, Lindsay was born deaf. The thought of double doses of speech therapy,
schooling, and doctor’s appointments terrified me. I later understood that God
had allowed Josalyn to be misdiagnosed so that our third daughter Lindsay

would be born. To make matters worst, Lindsay’s deafness was more profound
than Josalyn’s deafness. Because Lindsay could hear nothing, she had no
concept of sound.
While we were experiencing these frustrations with Lindsay, Josalyn started
to lose what little hearing she had. Hearing aids were no longer working. Still,
God was there! He was teaching us to trust Him in a way that we had never
had to trust Him before. After having lived my whole life surrounded by
Christians, I was suddenly surrounded by unbelievers: teachers, speech
therapists, audiologists, doctors, and nurses. I shared the gospel with more
people in the first year of this trial than previously in my whole life.
As Josalyn turned three, I found I was expecting again. My first thought was
that surely God would not do it again! Surely this baby would have normal
hearing. Wrong! Drew was also born with a profound hearing impairment.
Additionally, when Drew was two months old, Josalyn lost all of the rest of her
hearing.
It was time to investigate cochlear implants. We were terrified, but God had
made it very clear that this was the direction that He wanted us to pursue.
Josalyn made huge gains in her speech
and language abilities after the implant.
We were so impressed with how well she
did that we sought an implant for Lindsay
at the first available time. She received
hers shortly after her second birthday.
Lindsay, at the time of her surgery, was
not even able to say “Mommy” and never
answered to her name. Within six months
of the surgery, she was not only
answering to her name but was able to
sing all the way through “Jesus Loves
Me.” Drew was implanted at 18 months.
By kindergarten, all three of our deaf
children were able to mainstream into a regular classroom setting.
God knows what He is doing. Many times I wondered why God would give
us three hearing-impaired children! I’m sure he had many reasons, but one
that we see so clearly is our ability to help the hurting parents of newly
identified deaf children. Most parents do not want to share with a stranger
about their children’s problems until they learn that I have three hearingimpaired children. Then they flood me with questions. God has always given
me opportunities to bring these conversations around to the promise of the
gospel. Doctors and audiologists have referred many parents to us, and we
have invited these parents into our home so they may see how well our
children are doing and find hope for their own children. Something as simple
as Josalyn praying for the meal can cause a mother to burst into tears of hope
and a father to say, “We are getting an implant!”
Many people are overwhelmed by the reality of three hearing-impaired
children, but God has used this trial to bring us much closer to Him. He has
turned our sorrow into joy! We thank God that He has given our family a
course that would refine us and use us for His glory.
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Our Little Blessing
Dana Gosser Kulke ’94
A seemingly normal pregnancy was turned upside down one day for Dana Gosser
Kulke ’94. Here is her story in her own words.

During the hospital stays and bed-rest, the Lord gave us a “peace that passes all
understanding.” We received encouragement from so many people. I still cannot
explain the strength that both Alan and I felt during this time. It was a great
ike many women, I worried about the health of my baby during my
experience to see the Lord work in our lives in such a great way.
pregnancy, but never expected my child might be one of the few with
Finally, June 4 arrived! We were excited, yet a little nervous. We had had so
health problems. My fears were realized when I had my 20-week
ultrasound. We were thrilled to learn our baby was a girl, and we had already chosen much faith during the pregnancy, but now we wondered about our little girl. Would
she be healthy? There was still the unknown about her chromosomes. We didn’t
her name to be Hannah Noelle.
know if she would live through the delivery.
Our joy quickly turned to anxiety as the ultrasound tech pointed out a mass on
Ironically, we received an odd reassurance. At 6:30 a.m., just an hour and a half
Hannah’s neck that was abnormal both in size and location. I quickly tried to
before surgery, my water broke! We know that it was the prayer of God’s people
rationalize away any serious problems. I shed no tears until the ultrasound tech
that allowed us to wait until our delivery date. We delivered at Riley Children’s
hugged me and told me she was sorry. At that point I knew there was a serious
Hospital, where deliveries are only done two to three times per year. There were an
problem. The doctor explained that often times these abnormalities are associated
overwhelming number of physicians and specialists there waiting for Hannah. The
with genetic disorders and heart defects. The mass would be difficult to deal with
plan was to intubate her (put a tube down her throat to ensure a temporary
because of the location, and it would require several surgeries to remove.
She recommended we run tests to determine if the baby had genetic abnormalities. airway) before she was completely born.
It was a miracle! In just 22 minutes, little Hannah was born. Everything went
She said we should think about what risks I would take to save a baby that may not
just as planned. While I was still under the effects of the general anesthesia, Alan
be "compatible with life." Would I consider the risk of a C-section because this baby
may not even live? There was also the option of terminating the pregnancy. My head was told that the physicians would need to perform a tracheostomy because it
was spinning. We immediately insisted that abortion was not an option, but our doctor appeared that the cyst was partially covering Hannah’s airway.
During our five-week stay in the NICU, Hannah had surgery to remove a portion
encouraged us to give it some thought. Never in my wildest dreams did I imagine I
of the cyst. We learned that removing the entire cyst would not be as easy as we
would have to take such a stand for the life of my unborn baby. We told the doctor
originally hoped. Hannah’s cyst was micro-cystic. This meant that she had a large
that we would trust God to take care of our baby in the way He saw fit.
When Alan and I came home from that appointment, we could not stop crying. How number of cysts, each smaller than a centimeter, and it would be nearly impossible
to attempt any treatments currently approved and available. Although surgery is
could this be happening to us? Why would God allow it? By the end of that day we
an option, it is extremely risky because of the danger of damaging her tiny facial
were exhausted, both emotionally and physically. Our family, friends, and church
nerves. The doctors recommended that we wait and allow Hannah to grow before
began praying immediately for baby Hannah.
attempting any further surgery.
We knew our first prayer request had been answered when we met Dr. Belady.
Hannah is now nine months old. I will not lie and say that we never have any
She was kind and compassionate, and she valued the life of our unborn child. After
struggles.
It is difficult wondering, “Will it ever be possible to have the cysts
looking at Hannah on ultrasound, Dr. Belady guessed that Hannah’s problem was a
removed?” “Will children say mean things to her?” And although we had originally
cystic hygroma. Cystic hygromas are fluid-filled cysts. Although the cysts are benign,
hoped that her tracheostomy would be removed by her first birthday, we now
they can cause problems because of their location. They also can be an indication of
realize that will not be possible. In fact, we are not sure if that will ever be possible.
chromosomal abnormalities.
This is not the road we would have chosen, but we have been so blessed.
To investigate the possibility of heart defects and airway obstruction, a fetal
We have learned the importance of thankfulness. We could dwell on Hannah’s
echocardiogram was performed, and it appeared that Hannah’s heart was normal.
The results of the fetal MRI were also positive. This was such an answer to prayer! Our medical problems and allow it to discourage us, but we decided early on in our
pregnancy that we would choose to be thankful for the blessings. There are always
friends and family had been praying specifically for these two things, and it was
blessings.
awesome to share that with the doctors.
There are still times I begin crying when holding Hannah. Sometimes I feel sorry
We began going for ultrasounds every two weeks. Hannah was growing and I was
for myself because of the things I have had to give up. Unlike other moms, I
definitely growing! At 26 weeks, I began having contractions, and they were coming
every five minutes. I was hospitalized because the contractions would not stop. Again cannot leave Hannah with just any babysitter. It is also more challenging to go to
our friends and family began to pray, and after twelve days in the hospital, I was able the store, out to lunch, or on a play date. And there is the thought of Hannah
having to deal with this for the rest of her life. But usually in the middle of my
to go home on strict bed-rest.
tears, she will look at me and smile the happiest little smile, and I am reminded of
A date was scheduled for our C-section. On June 4, 2002, I would be just over 37
the blessing that I have in this precious little life. God has taken care of us to this
weeks. We kept praying we would make it to that date. The contractions continued,
point, and I know He will continue to “finish this good work that He has begun.”
and on May 15, Dr. Belady decided it would be best if I stayed in the hospital until
baby Hannah arrived.
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Trusting
Sherry Burns Hubler ’74
Sherry Burns Hubler ’74 writes of the ups and downs of having a child with
Down’s Syndrome.
Trusting
By Alice Marquardt
I do not understand it
But I just keep trusting my Good Shepherd
Because I know He will not lead me
Anyplace He does not want me to follow.
graduated from Cedarville College in 1974 and married my wonderful
husband, Steve, in 1976. In 1977 we became the proud parents of a
beautiful daughter, Kelsey. On August 10, 1980, our family became
complete with the birth of Joshua. We were thrilled to have been given both a
boy and a girl. However, within days after Josh’s birth, we were told that the
doctors suspected he had a chromosomal abnormality. Within a few months, it
was confirmed through genetic testing that Joshua was born with Down’s
Syndrome.

I

Josh is a wonderful, compassionate, and loving young man. Oh, there have
been many challenges along the way, too numerous to mention, but God
allowed me to experience a blessing along with each challenge. Presently, Josh
goes to work every day in an adult workshop and is extremely happy.
The new challenge these days is helping my son as he experiences having his
first girlfriend (other than mom, of course) and his first puppy love.
Having been the mother of a child with a disability has opened many doors
for me. In the past, I spoke to young ladies in the college dormitories about
God’s faithfulness in times of trial. Later, I was literally recruited to teach in a
special needs preschool program. In April 2000, God used my experience of
having a child with a disability to lead me into my present profession — I
work in a vocational rehabilitation program with persons who have
experienced traumatic or acquired brain injury.
I know there are new challenges around every corner, but I also know that
God does not make mistakes. I have learned to turn it all over to Him — to
listen to His voice as He gently speaks to my soul. I know that God is in control
and that He gives us unexpected blessing in the midst of the challenges of life.
I love Him and praise Him for what He has done in my life by giving me very
special Sons — my own and His.

I know there are new challenges
around every corner, but I also know
that God does not make mistakes.
It is nearly impossible to express the feelings I experienced and the degree
to which I experienced them. I suppose my first feeling was fear. I knew
nothing about Down’s Syndrome. Then came disbelief, which became
acceptance of fact when the results of genetic testing were returned. Sadness
followed at the loss of a perfect little boy who would come to know Jesus
Christ as his Savior, play all kinds of sports, drive a car, have a girlfriend, get
married, and carry on the family name with children of his own. I guess all of
these emotions and feelings are normal, but what is supernatural was the
peace God gave me as life unfolded and He poured blessings into my life
through Josh.
Josh accepted Jesus Christ as his personal Savior on January 31, 1998.
Josh drives a go-cart and has been involved as an athlete in the Special
Olympics. He played the drums in his high school concert and marching band,
performing right along with his fellow band members at the football games.
For his perseverance and efforts, Josh received Ohio’s “Yes I Can” award and
was a guest at a dinner in Columbus with other winners from across the state
of Ohio. Josh graduated from high school in June 2000. He participated in all
of the graduation ceremonies. I was so proud of him.

Josh Hubler
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Faith, Hope, and Reality
Claudia Whitestine Porpiglia ’79
Claudia Whitestine Porpiglia ’79 tells of the struggles and joys of having a
developmentally-delayed child.
’m not sure how old I was when I realized that I wanted to be a mother,
but it seems like I’ve always wanted to be one. Although I was very much
a tomboy, I loved babies. When my husband and I met and began dating,
we talked for hours about having a family and even discussed what we would
do if we had a handicapped child. We had a good friend with a severely
handicapped daughter, and on the day of the daughter’s birth, the father
walked out. We were appalled that anyone could turn his or her back on any
child. During all of this discussion, we never could have known what God had
in store for us or how important the commitments that we made then would
become.

I

I knew that I believed God was in
control, but putting that into practice
on a day-by-day basis ... was difficult
at best.
Our daughter, Tina, was born ten months and three days after we were
married. By all appearances, she was a beautiful, happy baby with a perfect
“China doll” complexion. The first six months went fairly smoothly with the
exception of numerous ear infections. Then, at six and a half months, Tina had
a grand mal seizure that lasted just short of an hour even with heavy IV
medications being administered.
Nothing could have prepared us for the road
God was choosing for us. Within days of that
first seizure we began to realize that Tina had
been having petit mal seizures for months.
Everyone had thought that she had a heightened
startle reflex because of the ear infections, but
the doctors confirmed that these were seizures.
As she began to sit on her own, we identified
another type of seizure known as a head drop
seizure. Hundreds of times a day Tina’s head
would drop for a split second. During meals she
even learned to get a bite of food while her
head dropped into her plate.
Over the next two years we tried every
medication available and many combinations of
those medicines with no real seizure control.
Tina’s grand mal seizures began to lengthen,
some lasting up to four hours at a time, with or
without treatment.
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Tina was diagnosed as developmentally delayed. She made sounds but could
not form words. She did not walk until she was almost three years old. The
various brain scans she had revealed no measurable brain damage and
doctors could not explain her developmental delay. By the time she was four
and a half, she had had two major brain surgeries to help control her seizures,
and we had totally given up on using medications. The surgeries eliminated the
head drop seizures and shortened her grand mals to under five minutes.
During all of the above, God was challenging my heart. I knew that I
believed God was in control, but putting that into practice on a day-by-day
basis with all that was going on was difficult at best. Every time I thought I
had truly accepted the situation, I found my faith in crisis again.
In the meantime, we had a son, Paul Richard, who was as opposite from
Tina as he could be. He was never sick and did everything early. Every
developmental milestone that he passed brought a mix of joy and sorrow and
made Tina’s lack of development even more evident.
My husband found it very easy just to accept life as it was, and he didn’t
understand why it was so hard for me. My faith was shaken, my hope seemed
gone, and the reality of everyday was overwhelming. On top of just trying to
care for Tina the best I could were the constant battles with doctors, insurance
companies, the school system, the state, and anyone else that was supposed to
be helping us. Our days were filled with doctor and therapy appointments.
In the midst of all of this, God continued to strengthen me and lift me up.
He helped me continue to fight for what was best for Tina even when the
experts said there was no hope. He gave Paul Richard a deep love for his
sister and an ability to minister to her in very special ways. He gave my
husband the ability to work three jobs so that we could meet our financial
obligations and I could stay home and care for the children. I was torn
between rejoicing and mourning on almost a daily basis.
The year that Tina turned 11 years old, I
began to panic. I could not imagine caring for
her the rest of my life and yet I knew too much
about facilities for the handicapped to think that
I could ever place her in one. Our life at this
point had reached a level of normalcy and yet
my faith and hope were seemingly waning and
the reality of daily existence loomed over me
like a huge, dark cloud. I pled with God for
some relief and God answered in His usual
unique way.
In a period of four months, Tina had to have
brain surgery for fluid on the brain, she
developed meningitis and became very ill and
even more incapacitated, she had to have a
second emergency procedure for the fluid on
her brain, and she then had to have a
mechanical pump implanted to address severe
spasticity that resulted from the meningitis and

fluid build-up. I found myself angry with God and ashamed that
I felt that way. I wanted to stop caring, but I couldn’t. I wanted to
run from God, but I couldn’t. I wanted to die, but I couldn’t. As a
Christian, I realized that I could not share what was going on with
many because so many did not understand. I still believed in God
and that He cared but everything around me was trying to tear
that belief down. If I opened up to people, I got a lecture on how
God was in control or they would quote Romans 8:28. I didn’t
understand that God never intended my faith and the reality of life
to line up — the gulf between the two was just too wide.
Oh, but God always hears our cries and He is always ready to
meet our deepest needs. God kept me going and helped me to
function physically and mentally day in and day out. Over time He
began to heal the deep hurt in my heart. As God continued to
work, I began to believe that God could do anything He wanted to
do and that He always wants what is best for His children. God
helped me to see that He would heal Tina, maybe here on earth or
maybe in heaven, but that either way it would be His doing.

My faith was shaken, my hope
seemed gone, and the reality of
everyday was overwhelming.
The gulf between my faith and hope and the reality of today
continues to widen but no longer do I see that as a negative thing.
God is faithfully working in me to do His good work, and that in
and of itself creates a gulf between the world and me.
I don’t know why God chose me for this very special
responsibility, but the blessings that He has showered on me
through this journey are immeasurable. He continues to meet my
every need and the needs of my family. He has given Tina a love
for life and for people that draws others to her. Although she does
not speak, she communicates her love for others through her eyes
and actions. He has used Tina and our family as a vehicle to share
His power and glory here on this earth. Every day God continues to
carry me through and He continues to meet my needs as He sees
fit. Would I trade the path God has chosen for me? Not on your
life! When I was at the ’Ville, I asked God to work in my life and
make me a vessel He could use. I know that the struggles and
sorrows of life have been a part of God’s plan to mold me into that
vessel, and I am so thankful that He has heard and answered my
prayer.

Practical Tips for
Ministering to the
Special Needs Family
1. PRAY! There is a scriptural principle known as standing in the gap. When a family
is dealing with a special needs child and all of the details that come with it, their ability
to pray in faith is often stretched. Let that family know that you are praying for them
and exercising your faith on their behalf. Pray expecting God to work!
2. Ask God to use you to help them. This does not mean that you have to help
care for the child (unless you feel comfortable doing so), but you can help in other
ways. One family gave us some money every month for about three years so that I
could get away for a few hours every week or so. During an especially trying time,
our church provided meals three times a week for three months. If you know someone
with a child with learning difficulties, maybe you could offer to help them with their
schoolwork. Offer to help transport their other children to practices, etc. Think practical
and simple. Don’t be put off if they turn down your offers to help. Many of us have
trouble receiving help from others.
3. Be careful when offering verbal or written encouragement. Those who
are living with the responsibilities of raising a special needs child do need our
encouragement, but they do not need more guilt. A seemingly innocent Scripture verse
can plunge a struggling parent into thinking that they have no faith or even to
question their salvation and commitment to God. Make sure that you are loving them
where they are, not where you think they should be.
4. Understand that God created the special needs child as well as the
normal child. This does not mean that God causes the suffering, He allows it.
The suffering is a result of sin in our world. When we confuse these issues we tend to
say and do things that make the situation even harder than it is.
5. Laugh with them. Laughter is a wonderful gift from God that can really help us
in tough situations. What the special needs parent jokes about may not seem very
funny to you, but to them the laughter is great therapy and a tremendous stress
reliever. For example, when she was four, Tina had an operation to remove some
brain tissue to help eliminate seizures. When the doctors came to the waiting area
to tell us specifically what they were going to do, my husband responded with,
“You mean you found something up there?” The doctors were a little taken aback,
but the incident has brought us a great deal of laughter over the years. Last year
Tina had a surgery to replace her internal pump and remove a screw from her
foot. We fondly called the procedure “the Home Depot special.”
6. Thank God for the opportunity to get to know and love those who by the
world’s standard are less. You just may be loving an angel in disguise!
7. Encourage them and look for ways to help parents minister.
Although the parents of a special needs child have many responsibilities, they also
have areas of ministry to which God has called them. Don’t limit their ability to
minister in their God-given areas because you think they are “overwhelmed.”
Participating in ministry often serves as an outlet or lifeline for those who are
dealing with difficult circumstances.
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He is Lord
Patricia Rice Malone ’98
Patricia Rice Malone ’98 found God’s blessings and divine plan through her
brother, Andrew. Here is her story.
rusting eyes that search my own. Kisses on my cheek. Deep
laughter at our silly dancing. A huge smile to greet his loved
ones. These are but a few glimpses of a special treasure in my
life: my brother.
At nine months of age, Andrew became sick with spinal meningitis.
His near-death illness left him with permanent brain damage, hemiparesis,
and deafness. Andrew can only vocalize in squeals and laughter. He can
only understand our expressions of love, not our words. Nonetheless, we
talk to him and shower him with attention. Andrew cannot do things for
himself nor function at a high level, but we offer our service and play.

T

Not only does God use Andrew to
display His loving care; He also uses
Andrew to refine my character.
Growing up with a special needs brother was an immeasurable
experience. The Lord taught me a lot through Andrew and our relationship.
From the beginning, the Lord revealed true and genuine faith to my young
mind and soul; the Lord was glorified by the faith of my parents. During
Andrew’s illness they never doubted God’s faithfulness and sovereignty.
God was in control, and they trusted in Him through their words and
actions. They taught me at such a young age to revere God and believe in
Him even during the hardships of life. The world looks at those like my
brother and says, “What a shame … what purpose does his life hold?” As
a believer, I can say, “Praise the Lord for sparing Andrew’s life and using
him for Your own glorious purpose!”
Andrew’s life exemplifies God’s glory and grace. He is so full of life, and
he beams with excitement, energy, and smiles. Andrew loves to give kisses
and be around people. Not only does God use Andrew to display His loving
care; He also uses Andrew to refine my character. God has carved into my
life (and continues to do so) the fruits of patience, mercy, self-sacrifice, and
love through daily interactions with Andrew.
Inclusion of us siblings in Andrew’s care was important to our parents.
My parents assigned times for us to work one-on-one with Andrew,
incorporating his therapy assignments with our playtime. We also helped
with daily routines such as getting Andrew dressed, changing his diapers,
and feeding him. It taught me invaluable lessons regarding responsibility,
obedience, and family. I still remember the summer family vacation to
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Montana, during which we taught Andrew how to kiss someone on the
cheek. To this day, Andrew loves to give and receive kisses.
We all have grown and entered into new phases of life, with the
marriages of us siblings and Andrew’s graduation from the county school
program. Although I have married, I still desire to contribute to the care of
my brother. I praise God for a husband who accepts Andrew as his own
brother and willingly joins in with his care. My parents recently obtained
court guardianship of my brother as he is now over 21 years of age. They
are also in the process of creating a trust for my brother. These legalities
are issues that have surfaced recently in our family and are so essential as
we prepare for the possible circumstances of the future.
I think about Andrew aging. I wonder if he will live to 60 or 80. Who will
then be there to take care of him? Even if I am alive, I doubt I would be in
a condition to physically provide for him. My heart cries out to think of
someone caring for Andrew with less of the love and attention he receives
from his family. We want him to have the best. As I contemplate this, the
Lord brings to mind my little niece, Catherine, as she insists on buckling the
wheelchair straps for Uncle Andrew, proudly wears his helmet around the
house, or climbs up into the wheelchair when it is vacant. I think of my
19-month-old nephew looking into Uncle Andrew’s eyes and giggling when
he receives his kisses. God quiets my heart and reminds me that He is Lord.
He will raise up someone to care for Andrew when my parents and my
siblings are no longer able. The Lord will use the next generation, and it is
my prayer that He instills so great a love into the hearts of my children and
my nieces and nephews that Andrew will never be in want. God is faithful,
and I can trust in Him that my brother will always be loved and receive the
care and attention he needs. I praise the Lord for the godly example of my
parents who, as they develop this trust fund, desire to ensure Andrew’s
financial security and procure his stability for the future.

God quiets my heart and reminds
me that He is Lord.
I believe strongly in family taking care of their own. I think of Paul’s
words to Timothy: “But if anyone does not provide for his own, and
especially for those of his household, he has denied the faith and is worse
than an unbeliever” (I Timothy 5:8). God has given my family a special
responsibility. We do not know the future or what God has in store for our
family. Yet, I count it a privilege given by God to share in this responsibility
of Andrew and rejoice in this avenue of service to our Lord, through which I
can return thanks to Him who grants us life.
Patricia and her husband, Andrew ’99, reside in Kensington, Maryland.

Alumnotes
50s
David Gardner ’56 is serving as an interim
pastor/missionary in Oahu, Hawaii until June 2003.
He and his wife, Lois, went to Oahu for a vacation in
November 2002 and ended up preaching six times and
having a wonderful time with two churches there.
They are excited that God used their vacation to open
the door for this ministry.
Maureen Zielinski Stirsman ’58 has published a
new book titled Through It All. The book features stories
from couples in her Sunday school class at First Baptist
Church in Buford, Georgia. To find out more, contact
Maureen at tstirs@highstream.net or 770-614-3075.
Robert ’59 and Esther Stutesman Howder ’59
rejoice that God has enabled them to be missionaries for
38 years. Esther and her sister, Louise, share the
Singapore office responsibility for the 200 master’s level
students of the Grand Rapids Baptist Extension Program
in Southeast Asia. Bob taught a new course for 30
students in Manila in November 2002. The Howders were
thrilled to spend Christmas 2002 with their whole family
for the first time since 1997.

A Servant’s Heart in Africa
Eleanor Taylor ’62 spent more than five months in
Africa in 2002. While in Zambia, she did everything
from working in the kitchen to teaching American
history, American literature, and Bible. This was Eleanor’s
second trip to Zambia to assist Jim ’75 and Rachel
Mayo Chambers ’78.
In June, Eleanor journeyed to the Bethesda
Orphanage in South Africa with an MIS team from
Cedarville University. The team conducted a couple of
Holiday Bible Clubs and then joined up with the Kossuth
Street Baptist Church team and worked together on a
sports camp. Eleanor rejoices that they had good
opportunities to share the gospel and lead people to the
Lord.
Including the CU MIS team, the Kossuth Street Baptist
Church group, and the Bethesda staff and interns, 16
Cedarville alumni worked together at the orphanage.

60s
Jeannie Lockerbie Stephenson ’61 and her
husband, Wally, have moved to London, Ontario. In the
past six months they have ministered in Jamaica, Asia,
Ontario, Idaho, and Washington with their Association of
Baptists for World Evangelism (ABWE) ministry.
Joyce Rudduck ’66 shares that there are many
challenges to be faced in the national high school in
Bangladesh. Unless the Christian community takes
responsibility for the high school, the school will have to
be closed down completely. This would be a great loss to
the employees and church families, as well as to the
children who are being taught about the Bible.
Grace Trimble Kintner ’67 and her husband, David,
are glad to be back in Brazil after a furlough. They are
re-starting their ministries, including a women’s Bible
study and two young people’s groups. They plan to start
a children’s program soon.

(L to R) First row: Will Scotton ’99, Eleanor Taylor ’62, Jessica
Hunt ’03, Adam McCune ’02; Second row: Julie Landau ’03,
Rebecca Jenks Grant ’98, Dana Scott ’98; Third row: Amanda
Oeffinger ’02, Kelly Bernhard ’03, Bethany Bockmann ’03,
Shari Kregel ’99, Amanda Beattie ’01, Kelly Neer ’02, Amy
Reno ’01, Josh Berrus ’99; Fourth row: Bethany Stone ’04.

last few months in Brazil. The Browers have been
encouraged that their church, Bethel Baptist, has
overcome many major problems and that its people are
becoming involved in ministry.
Deborah Bush Haffey ’68 has been promoted from
associate professor to professor of communication arts at
Cedarville University. Deb has worked at the University
since 1986 and currently resides in Cedarville with her
husband, Dave ’69.

70s

Chuck Truxton ’67 and his wife, Bev, anticipate how
God will use them in Nigeria as they assist those who
need physical, emotional, and spiritual help. Bev works
at Evangel Hospital, and Chuck works with HIV/AIDS
patients at the Spring of Life counseling center. They
enjoyed spending time with their family during their
home assignment from October through December.
Dan ’68 and Nancy Norton Brower ’69 are excited
that many people have come to know the Lord within the

Robert ’70 and Jane Austin Kilko ’70, missionaries
in Brazil through Baptist Messianic Ministries, were
pleased to see one of their daughters get married before
they finished up their furlough. While on furlough, one
of their goals was to raise money to finish renovating the
lower floor of the Jerusalem building.
Clif ’72 and Hannah Stowell Jensen ’71 work with
Doe River Gorge Ministries in Elizabethton, Tennessee.
In 2002, 1,000 young people enjoyed a Doe River Gorge
camping adventure, and 190 of those put their trust in
Christ.
Dave Branon ’73 wrote The Sports Devotional Bible
that was published by Zondervan in August 2002. This
book includes many interviews from Christian athletes.

Dave and his wife, Sue Tuttle Branon ’74, reside in
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
David True ’74 is the president of Resource
Development Associates, a management consulting firm
with clients in the business community as well as the nonprofit sector. He is also the southern Oregon facilitator
for a ministry to Christian CEOs and business owners
called the C12 Group. He and his wife, Judy, and their
three children, Heidi (22), Jonathan (20), and Melinda
(17), live in Grants Pass, Oregon.
Paul Beck ’76 shares that Faith Academy in the
Philippines is close to meeting its monetary goal for
Phase 2 of its building project. Please pray that the last
$25,000 comes in soon.
Jon ’76 and Dee Perry Mitchell ’76 have recently
welcomed three new families to their church in Brazil.
These families have been a great source of
encouragement because they have taken on ministry
opportunities within the church. Jon and Dee are also
pleased that God worked it out so that the church could
rent the lot next door, which includes a house and a large
covered area. They are thankful for the extra space for a
meeting area and children’s classes.
Jack Caulfield ’77 and his wife, Lynne, are making
several important medical decisions concerning Jack’s
pancreatic cancer. They are thankful that the Lord has
continued to give strength, health, and a voice to enable
them to continue sharing the gospel.
Becky Kuhn ’78 and her husband, Gary, have moved
to Springfield, Ohio, where they are seeking God’s
direction on employment. Their family is looking forward
to being active in their home church.
Marty ’78 and Denise Gawthrop Shaw ’78 serve
with CBInternational and are preparing for a year
furlough in the United States. As the coordinator of
global strategies for CBInternational, Marty recently went
on trips that helped him better define his new
responsibilities with the mission. Denise prays that she
will see openness to the gospel with a woman in her quilt
club.
Mark ’79 and Debbie Hall Seymour ’83 share that
six years ago their hearts were saddened by the doors
closing at Balimba Bible Institute in Africa. They had
prayed and set aside money in hopes that one day this
school could re-open. Little did they dream that Mark
would become the director of this institution and re-open
the school. They ask for prayer concerning the
tremendous financial needs for this re-opening and for
themselves as they take on this new ministry task that
seems overwhelming.

80s
Carleton Birch ’81 and
his wife, Christina, announce
the birth of Reanna
Margaret on December 18,
2002. Big brothers Luke (9)
and Seth (7) welcomed her
home in Seoul, Korea.
Carleton is the family life
chaplain for the U.S. Army.
Jill Walters Watkins ’81 and her husband, Chris,
announce the birth of Alexis Renee. She was born
June 1, 2002 and joins Matt (11) and Ryan (7) at home
in Mahomet, Illinois. Jill is a part-time math teacher at
Parkland College.
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Daniel Betzel ’82 is a contributing author of Giving
Philanthropy for Everyone, a book published by the law
firm of Betzel & Kauffman Co., LPA. The book is a
compilation of various charitable tools written in a
question and answer format. The publication is written
specifically for individuals and professionals with little or
no background in the area of charitable giving.
Daniel resides in Pickerington, Ohio.
Tammy Champlin
Buffington ’82
and her husband,
Scott, announce the
birth of Jesse Lee on
July 24, 2002.
He joins his brother,
Levi (3), at home in Carroll, Ohio. He was in such a hurry
to enter the world that he was born at home.
The Buffingtons praise God for a safe delivery.
Ron Hobar ’82 and his wife, Linda, are excited about
the outreach opportunities they are having within their
son’s Athletes in Action baseball team. It has always been
Linda’s goal to lead a women’s study with unsaved moms
from the baseball team. She has four moms that are
hungry for fellowship and knowledge of the Bible.
Ron meets with their husbands once a week for a
mentoring/leadership/coaching session.
Vini Jaquery ’82 has joined the pastoral staff of
First Presbyterian Church of Houston, Texas as champion
of volunteers. He will be responsible for leading the
volunteer ministry and sharing some teaching
responsibilities. He and his wife, Alexandra, and their
children, Chip, Gabriella, and Julia, reside in Houston.
Teresa Heeney Estes ’83 and her husband, Don, now
reside in Greeley, Colorado. Teresa teaches music and
literacy classes at Riffenburgh Elementary in Fort Collins,
Colorado. Don has been working at Morgan Community
College’s Center for Teaching, Learning and Technology,
assisting the faculty with instructional design and the use
of technology in their classes.
Tonya Stretch Fawcett ’83 has been promoted from
instructor to assistant professor of library science at
Cedarville University. She also serves as assistant library
director for reader services. Tonya resides in Cedarville
with her husband, Jeff ’82, and children, Amanda,
Matthew, Erin, and Carrie.
Laura Lee Lehto ’83 is the pianist in Symphonia, a
chamber group in Brazil. The group plays at weddings,
receptions, congresses, and other events. In December,
they were able to play at the Fortaleza Cultural Center.
Laura Lee praises the Lord for allowing her to support
herself with music.
Jeff ’83 and Cheryl Schuler Subra ’83 express their
praise for God’s grace in giving complete safety to their
family when their house burned down on January 21,
2003. They are thankful for the awesome outpouring of
love from their Christian friends and surrounding
community. They pray that their community will see the
provision of God’s love in them as they work towards
rebuilding their home in Schroon Lake, New York. Jeff is
the president of Eskay Metal Fabricating. He and his wife,
Cheryl, have two girls, Ashley and Alexis.
Anthony Pepe ’85 and his wife, Kathy, are excited
about the possibility of purchasing a building for use as a
church and a ministry outreach center in Bar Sur Seine,
France. This is the same building that they tried to
purchase one year ago at auction, when, due to the
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expensive renovations needed on the property, they
didn’t feel they could bid any higher. Over the past year,
the new owner has fixed up a large portion of the
building and is now selling it. The Pepes pray they will
have enough funds to buy the building this time.
Joyce Keim ’86 announces the
adoption of her two sons on
July 9, 2002. Aaron James was
born June 4, 1998, and Isaac
Thomas was born May 29, 1999.
They live in Fairborn, Ohio.
Lynne
Bartlett
Slack ’86 and her husband,
Derek, announce the birth of
Emma Nicole on November 1,
2002. She joins her brother,
Evan (2), at home in Englewood,
California.
Debbie Berdy
Kilmer ’87 and her
husband, Jeff, announce
the birth of triplets on
July 15, 2001. Jacob
Andrew, Rebecca Grace,
and Jonathan David joined the family in Akron, Ohio.
Dave ’87 and Val Hite Smallman ’85 rejoice that
recently they have had some special church activities and
have seen several new people at services in Bauru,
Brazil. They have three children, Adam (11), Ryan (8),
and Shelly (4).
Barb Jacobs
Cooper '88 and her
husband, Mark, live
in Columbus, Ohio
with their two
children, Nathan
James and Allison Renee. Mark works for the department
of materials science and engineering at The Ohio State
University, and Barb works part-time as a training
systems administrator for Liebert Corporation.
Rick Efting ’88 and his wife,
Kim, announce the birth of Thomas
David on January 14, 2003.
He joins his sister, Alina, at home
in Victorville, California.
Gilbert McClanahan ’88 and
his wife, Connie, announce the
birth of Trevor William on
October 16, 2002. Gilbert is the main anchor for a
NBC TV affiliate in Parkersburg, West Virginia.
Nancy Crick ’89 and Robert Olejniczak were married
May 11, 2001. Nancy is the product training coordinator
in the business furniture division of Bush Industries.
Nancy and Robert reside in East Randolph, New York.
Julie Carter Criscuolo ’89 and
her husband, Dave, announce the
birth of Gabrielle Christine on
June 8, 2001. Big brothers
Nate (8), Joe (7), and Micah (5)
were thrilled to welcome a sister to
the family. The Criscuolos have
recently moved to Pella, Iowa,
where Dave is an engineering specialist in the test lab at
Pella Corporation and Julie enjoys being a stay-at-home
mom.

Kim Byrom Hughes ’89 and her husband, Tim,
announce the birth of Rennick Jordan on November 20,
2002. After two months of bed rest due to pre-term
labor, high blood pressure, and toxemia, Kim delivered
Rennick four weeks early. He had some trouble breathing
at the beginning, but is now doing well and getting lots
of love and attention from his siblings, Briley (9),
Brianna (7), Carter (5), and Ashlyn (3). Kim enjoys
staying at home and home-schooling in Greenwood,
Indiana.
Paul ’89 and Laura
Fenimore Norman ’89
announce the birth of Gracie
Marie. She was born April 12,
2002 and was welcomed
home by her sisters, Katie (9)
and Sarah (5), in Carmel,
Indiana.

90s
Jonathan ’90 and Lori Rogers Haskell ’90 are
excited that their new ministry in Hungary has taken
form since they returned from furlough. Lori has helped
the pastor’s wife begin a ladies Bible study; youth group
is held on Tuesday nights at the Haskells’ home; and Jon
meets with the men on Wednesdays and teaches English
on Thursday nights. The Haskells praise God for the
many opportunities they have to share the gospel.
Bobby ’90 and Sara Sweetland Hile ’92 are on
furlough from South Africa through September 2003.
They report that they had a tremendous summer youth
camp during the first week of December 2002. It was the
largest camp they have ever had, with 178 teenagers —
most of whom were at camp for the first time.
Darrin King ’90 and his wife,
Stacy, announce the birth of
Sophia Grace on January 23,
2003. She joins her sister,
Hannah (9), at home in Elkridge,
Maryland.
Pete ’90 and Ann Nicholson
Savard ’90 announce the birth
of Ainsley Rae on September 24, 2002. She was
welcomed home by Sara (9), Emily (5), and Parker (4)
in Chesterfield, Virginia.
Jim Breuler ’91 and his wife,
Kristy, announce the birth of
Kelly Nicole on October 3,
2002. They reside in Naples,
Florida.
Jim Houser '91 was named
one of "The 50 Most Influential
People in Christian Music" in the April 7, 2003 edition of
CRW (Christian Radio & Retail Weekly). The list includes
people involved in all aspects of the industry, including
radio, retail, record labels, management, performance,
promotion, and consulting. Jim is a senior brand
manager for Creative Trust and has previously worked
with Focus on the Family, The Weekly Power Magazine,
and Sparrow Records. Others on "The 50 Most Influential"
list include Michael W. Smith, Steven Curtis Chapman, Bill
Gaither, and Michael Omartian.

Galyn Nook ’91 and his wife,
Tami, announce the birth of
Garrett Michael on May 27,
2002. Since Garrett was
premature, he spent his first two
months in Blank Children’s
Hospital in Des Moines, Iowa.
He came home on July 23, 2002
and joined his siblings,
Makayla (6) and Grant (5), who are enjoying God’s
wonderful miracle gift to their family.
Derek ’91 and Stephanie Stevens Pierce ’89
announce the birth of Abigail Grace on August 29, 2002.
Big brothers Seth (7), Sean (5), and Jacob (2) welcomed
her home in Westerville, Ohio. Derek is a self-employed
insurance broker. Stephanie left the technical writing field
to stay home with the children.
Tim ’91 and Kathy Reed Steiner ’93 announce the
birth of Joel Ethan. He was born June 7, 2002 and joins
his brothers, Jared (7), Jason (5), and Jordan (1), at
home in Mikado, Michigan.
Sharon Klopfenstein Christman ’92 has been
promoted from assistant professor to associate professor
of nursing at Cedarville University. Sharon is currently a
Ph.D. student at The Ohio State University with plans to
graduate in 2003. She has been at Cedarville University
since 1997 and currently resides in Columbus with her
husband, Rob ’96.
Becky Reich Hannon ’92 is recruiting nurses for the
summer camps that take place in New York. She and her
family are encouraged by the groups that come on
weekends to help at the camp. They pray that those that
come will be challenged by what God is doing at the
camp and in the city for His glory.
Ruth Harton Kennedy ’92 received her doctorate in
curriculum and instruction from Indiana University of
Pennsylvania on December 15, 2002.
Mike Measley ’92 and his wife, Jen, were married on
December 14, 2002 in Pennsylvania, and are now back
in Papau New Guinea. They are so thankful for the
support of their families and friends in getting all the
details together for this wedding.
Brian ’92 and Dana Guy Phipps ’90 are in the
United States through June 2003. They are excited how
God answered their prayers by sending two families to
help with the work in Apricot, Turkey.
Laura Hollander
Sinkonis ’92 and her husband,
Steve, announce the birth of
Michael Peter on April 22, 2002.
He joins David (4) and
Kristina (2) in Mechanicsburg,
Pennsylvania.
Bumper ’93 and
Susanne Justice
Hidalgo ’93
announce the birth of
Luke Justice. He was
born October 23,
2001 and was
welcomed home by his siblings, Jonathan, Jeremy, and
Lauren, in Richardson, Texas.

Paul ’93 and Lisa
Davidson McGrady ’89
announce the birth of
Daniel Davidson on
March 31, 2002. He joins
his sister, Lily (2), at home
in Park Forest, Illinois.
Rob Reed ’93 and
Mindy Ritter ’87
were married
October 12, 2002 in
Dublin, Ohio. Rob is a
graduate of Baptist
Bible Seminary and
recently joined the staff of Northwest Chapel, where he
leads the worship and music ministries. Mindy continued
her education at Columbus State University and is a legal
assistant for a firm in German Village. After a
honeymoon to the Outer Banks in North Carolina, the
Reeds made their home in Columbus, Ohio.
Erin O’Donnell Whinnery ’93
enjoys managing her husband
Daniel’s remodeling business and
home-schooling their children,
Jack (7), Benjamin (6), and
Lucy (2). The Whinnerys reside in
Gahanna, Ohio.
Robb Barnum ’94 and his
wife, Nancy, announce the birth
of Devan Lawlor on March 15,
2002. Rob is a fixed income
analyst/trader for Citigroup
Investments in Manhattan, and
Nancy works occasionally in the
emergency room to keep her
skills sharp. The Barnums are active at their church and
reside in Mahwah, New Jersey.
Joe ’94 and Melanie Dawson
Lausin ’95 announce the birth of
Suzanna Kathleen on October 18,
2002. She was welcomed home by
Benjamin (2) in Thompson, Ohio.
Susan
Mexcur ’94 and
Tanya Roy have
received the 2001 National Award for
Best Postal Customer Councils (PCC) CoChair Team. Postal customer councils
help gauge the effectiveness of postal
programs and services for business and
non-profit customers. Susan is the marketing manager of
Headlight Audio-Visual in Portland, Oregon.
Greg Milentis ’94 and Rochelle
Craig were married November 2,
2002. Greg works at General Electric,
and Rochelle works at Lincoln Financial
Corporation. They reside in Fort
Wayne, Indiana, and enjoy their
church, North Park Community.
Jeff ’94 and
Kendra Krick
Miller ’99
announce the birth
of Samantha Brie on
June 22, 2002.
She was welcomed home by her sister, Devon, in
McKinney, Texas.

Brenda Sprankle ’94 enjoyed her Christmas at home
in the United States and was thankful for the safe travels
she had. Soon after returning to Hungary, she attended a
Missionary Enrichment Conference in Budapest as well as
the Word of Life Bible School Missions Conference.
Chris ’95 and Brenda
Royer Handel ’95
announce the birth of Emily
Joy on October 25, 2002.
She joins her brother,
Mark (3), at home in
Crofton, Maryland.

Scott ’95 and Christine Fischbacher Hayden ’93,
along with Diana Lyons ’01, Becky Shellenbarger
’01, and Jonathan Montgomery ’92, gathered for a
“Chuck’s Potluck” in October 2002. The menu included
items that were fondly remembered from college dining
days. The five alums are faculty at International
Community School in Bangkok, Thailand. Scott and
Christine look forward to being in the United States for
the 2002-2003 school year. They have a daughter,
Krista, and await the September birth of their second
child.
Sallianne VanCise Jones ’95 and her husband, Jeffrey,
announce the birth of Simon Jeffrey on April 19, 2002.
He was welcomed home by Adelinne Sarah (3).
Sallianne works in alumni affairs at Allegheny College in
Meadville, Pennsylvania.
Lori Royal Morton ’95 and her
husband, Jeremy, announce the birth
of Josiah David on October 30, 2001.
The Mortons recently moved to
Hoopeston, Illinois, where Jeremy is
a pastor. After coaching volleyball for
seven years, Lori now stays home
with Josiah.
Chris Ann Terry Schultz ’95 and
her husband, Ralph, announce the
birth of Chantel Marie on December 7,
2002. Chris Ann is a substitute
teacher, and Ralph works at Profiners.
They reside in Pennsburg,
Pennsylvania.
Derek ’96 and Yoshimi
Ikeda Johnson ’96
announce the birth of Solon
Ora Page on May 12, 2001 in
South Korea. His name means
“Wise Prayerful Servant.”
The Johnsons are in their
fourth year of missionary
service with Network of
International Christian School in Uijongbu, Korea. Derek
is a middle and high school Bible teacher who leads
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discipleship programs both at school and church. He is
also a part-time student through Grand Rapids Baptist
Seminary Asian Extension program. Yoshi is a part-time
secretary at their church and enjoys taking care of Solon.
She coaches volleyball and has a fruitful discipleship
ministry.
Melissa Reed
Kauffman ’96 and her
husband, Bryan, announce
the birth of Amelia Beth
on October 9, 2002.
She was welcomed home
by her siblings, Alexis (4) and Zachary (2), in
Morgantown, Pennsylvania. Melissa is tutoring part-time
and writing curriculum for “special needs“ students for
her local school district.
Jason Kinniburgh ’96 and his
wife, Mary, announce the birth of
Emmaline Kate on July 13, 2002.
They reside in Hayfield, Minnesota.
Ken ’96 and Kim Koziol Lee ’95
announce the birth of Kenneth
Ervin III on September 21, 2001.
Ken is a senior staff engineer at
Findlex Corporation. Kim quit her job
as a staff accountant to stay at home
in Findlay, Ohio.
Julie Martindale Neils ’96 is the
information manager in the public policy division at
Focus on the Family in Colorado. She and her husband,
Brian, are anticipating the arrival of their first child in
July.
Dan ’96 and Kristen Frederick
Nelles ’98 announce the birth of
Caleb Benjamin on July 22, 2002.
Dan received his master of divinity
degree from Phoenix Seminary in
December 2002. They recently
moved to Columbus, Ohio, where
Kristen enjoys staying at home with Caleb.
Jeff ’96 and Tiffany Trimble Nelson ’95 are
thankful for the wonderful time they had on furlough.
They arrived back in Rio Branco, Brazil in January 2003,
and their ministry is thriving. More than 300 children are
registered in their ministry, and the number of kids that
attend the club at the city bus terminal is up to 60. Jeff
and Tiff have four children, Caleb, Michaela, Joshua, and
Samuel.
Jonathan Seeger ’96 and
Emily Wiljamaa ’98 were
married June 29, 2002 in
Weaver Chapel on the campus
of Wittenburg University in
Springfield, Ohio. Lucinda
Congdon ’00 served as the
maid of honor and Andrew
Shaw ’98 as the best man.
The couple enjoyed a twoweek honeymoon that
included: Harbor Springs, Michigan; Gettysburg,
Pennsylvania; and Williamsburg, Virginia. Jon is a testing
associate at Sallie Mae, and Emily is an accounting
assistant for a CPA. They reside in Daleville, Indiana.
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Jason Taylor ’96 and his wife,
Carrie, announce the birth of
Caleb Trent on July 3, 2002.
Jason is an accountant for the
Salvation Army, and Carrie is a
part-time high school English
teacher. They reside in
Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin.
Timothy Tuinstra ’96 and
Kelly Reitz ’00 were married
July 7, 2002. After a
honeymoon trip to St. Lucia,
they made their home in
Beavercreek, Ohio. Timothy is an
assistant professor of electrical
engineering at Cedarville
University.
Jeremy Verwys ’96 and his
wife, Betsy, announce the birth
of Hudson Mark on August 6,
2002. They reside in Grand
Rapids, Michigan, where
Jeremy teaches middle school
science.
Joy Beitler ’97 and Jeff
Kramer were married
September 21, 2002 at the
Ft. Worth Botanic Gardens in
Ft. Worth, Texas. The couple
resides in Dallas, Texas,
where Jeff is the volleyball
coach at Dallas Baptist
University and a student at
Dallas Theological Seminary. Joy is a licensed
professional counselor.
Ben ’97 and Laura Daeschner
Kanzeg ’97 announce the birth
of Elizabeth Sterling on
December 14, 2002. They reside
in Columbus, Ohio, where Ben
works for former Congressman
John Kasich. After teaching high
school English for five years,
Laura stays at home with Ellie.
William ’97 and Shelly
Lemponen Krull ’90 announce the
birth of Allison Elizabeth on
September 18, 2002. They praise
God for His watchful care over Allison
as she was born ten weeks early and
spent nine weeks in Children’s
Hospital in Columbus, Ohio. She was
welcomed home by her brother, Jared,
on November 19, 2002. Shelly enjoys being a full-time
mom, and William works for Original Mattress Factory
in Columbus.
Andy ’97 and Linda Gilbert
Kuyper ’98 announce the birth of
Abigail Paige on July 3, 2002. They
reside in Fairview Park, Ohio.
Chad
McFadden ’97
and his wife,
Sandy,
announce the birth of Adrianna
Marie on November 26, 2002.

Chad is the assistant pastor at Evergreen Baptist Church
in Michigan City, Indiana.
Nathan ’97 and Catherine
Nelson Ober ’98 announce the
birth of Alexa Corinne on June 18,
2002. Nathan is a database analyst
with The Principal Financial Group,
and Catherine enjoys staying at
home and working part-time as a
cardiac nurse. The Obers reside in
Des Moines, Iowa.
Matt ’97 and Kirsten
Call Rohrer ’00
announce the birth of
twins, Grant Matthew and
Lauren Elizabeth, on
October 8, 2002. Matt is a
software trainer for New Horizons Computer Learning
Center, and Kirsten works part-time at Cincinnati
Children’s Hospital. They reside in West Chester, Ohio.
Dave Southwell ’97 and
his wife, Megan, announce
the birth of Emily Louise on
January 11, 2003. Dave and
Megan are serving a oneyear internship in Kalkaska,
Michigan, while they are raising support to go to south
Brazil with ABWE.
Shane ’97 and Noel
McDermitt Tenny ’98 are
proud to announce the opening
of Noel’s business, Le Cadeau.
The business procures exclusive
luxury items for individuals
and corporations. To learn more about Le Cadeau, visit
the company’s Web site at www.giftconcierge.com. The
Tennys reside in Charlotte, North Carolina.
Debra Thompson ’97 and Neil
Wert were married September 7,
2002 at Calvary Baptist Tabernacle
in Vestal, New York. They enjoyed a
honeymoon in St. Lucia and now
reside in Richmond, Virginia. Debra
is a certified public accountant, and
Neil is a financial planner.
Susan Kauffman Winn ’97 has been promoted from
instructor to assistant professor of library science at
Cedarville University. She also serves as reference
librarian. Susan resides in Fairborn, Ohio, with her
husband, David.
Elizabeth Barker ’98 and Neil
Clark were married October 12,
2002 in an outdoor ceremony at
the Connecticut home of her
parents. Elizabeth is a publications
secretary and piano teacher at
Blackshear Place Baptist Church,
and Neil is an internal project
manager at DB Acoustic and
Sound. They reside in Flowery Branch, Georgia.

Steve ’98 and Patty Noble
Burchett ’98 announce the
birth of Katie Ruth on
September 2, 2002. She is
named after her grandmothers.
The Burchetts reside in Athens,
Ohio, where Steve is the pastor
at First Baptist Church and Patty
enjoys being a mom.
Jennifer Stover
Curley ’98 and her husband,
Nathan, announce the birth of
Jacob Clarence. He was born
November 7, 2002 in Dayton,
Ohio. Nathan is a police officer
for the city of Dayton, and Jen
stays at home with Jacob.
Sam '98 and Stephanie Tomsa
Jay '99 announce the arrival of
Kaylee Ann on April 20, 2002.
Sam is pastor of youth and
evangelism at West Pines Baptist
Church. Stephanie cares for Kaylee
at home, helps with the ministry
at church, and teaches part-time.
The Jays reside in Lake Worth, Florida.
Jennifer Lutz ’98 and Trey
Killingsworth announce the birth of
Sean Preston on October 18, 2002.
Donna
Mitchell ’98
and Caleb
Dorsey were
married
June 6, 1998. Donna is a nurse
in a local hospital and Caleb is
an elementary school teacher.
They reside in Portola, California.
Tim Simon ’98 and
Susan Orloff were
married June 15,
2002 in Verona,
Wisconsin. They reside
in Grand Rapids,
Michigan, where Tim is a detective for the Grand Rapids
Police Department and Susan is a substitute teacher.
Todd ’98 and Lisa Branon Spangler ’98 reside in
Springfield, Ohio. Todd is the youth pastor at Fellowship
Christian Church, and Lisa is a high school music teacher.
Jeremy ’98 and Abigail Howe
Toyer ’98 announce the birth of
Joshua Truxton on November 12,
2002. They praise God for His
protection over Josh as he was born
five weeks early and had to stay in
the hospital until he learned how to
take his feedings. The Toyers reside
in Shamong, New Jersey.
Jared ’98 and Rachel
Savage Wick ’97 announce
the birth of Joshua Allen on
September 28, 2001. Jared
and Rachel were married
March 6, 1999. Jared received
his master’s degree in biblical counseling from
Southeastern Seminary in 2002. Rachel is a registered

nurse and works in the Women’s Pavilion and Birthplace
of Western Wake Medical Center. She is also a part-time
clinical instructor of pediatrics for Wake Technical College.
The Wicks reside in Apex, North Carolina.
Jay ’99 and Megan
Ruoss Clark ’00 announce
the birth of Caroline Suzanne
on September 18, 2002.
They reside in West Reading,
Pennsylvania.
Jodi du’Monceaux ’99 and
Jesse Taubert were married
May 25, 2002 at Westwood
Community Church. Jodi is a
registered nurse on a telemetry
unit, and Jesse is a landscaper
with Heartland Landscaping.
They reside in Sauk Rapids,
Minnesota.
Tom ’99 and Yvette Pizano
Leightenheimer ’99 announce
the birth of Sydney Kate on
March 13, 2003 in Darmstadt,
Germany. They have been pleased
with the new relationships they are
forming with teens in their youth
groups. This summer, they look
forward to connecting with supporters and visiting family
during their home assignment.
Jon ’99 and Tara Seyfert
Rauch ’99 announce the birth of
Elli Beth on September 30, 2002.
Jon is the director of the Urban
Hope Training Center, an inner-city
church planting ministry in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Tara
enjoys being a mom and is
a registered maternity nurse.
Steve ’99 and Sarah Grapentine
Strong ’99 announce the birth of
Collin David on February 4, 2003.
Steve is the youth pastor at Grace
Baptist Church in Westlake, Ohio, and
Sarah is a stay-at-home mom for
their two sons, Jared and Collin.
Brian Wilbur ’99 received his master of divinity
degree from Southern Seminary. He is the extended day
director at Walden School and resides in Louisville,
Kentucky.

2000s
Amanda Brown ’00
and Scott Buckley were
married August 10,
2002. Several
Cedarville alumni
participated in the
wedding. After a
honeymoon in Tennessee, the Buckleys made their home
in Kansas City, Missouri. Amanda is a fourth grade
teacher, and Scott is an electrician.
Carla Clark ’00 and Scott
Pittman were married May 18,
2002 in Cedarville, Ohio. Several
Cedarville alumni participated in
the outdoor wedding. The Pittmans
enjoyed a honeymoon in Florida

and a cruise to the Bahamas. They now reside in
Encinitas, California, where they both work in junior high
ministry at Seacoast Community Church.
Chris Gideon Meyer ’00 and
her husband, Scott, announce the
birth of Haley Elizabeth on March
17, 2002. The Meyers reside in
Lakewood, Colorado, where Chris is
a part-time information developer,
and Scott is a computer
administrator.
Steve Mohr ’00 and
Marisa Flory ’01 were
married October 5, 2002 in
Hadley, Michigan. Steve is
attending Bowling Green State
University to obtain his
teacher’s certification in
Spanish. Marisa is a cardiac
intensive care unit nurse at
Toledo Hospital. They reside in Toledo, Ohio.
Matthew Plaatje ’00
and Amanda Dunn ’03
were married June 22,
2002 in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Matt works for the Elano
Corporation in Dayton,
Ohio. They reside in
Franklin, Ohio.
Sarah Rittgers ’00 and
Steve Roduner were married
March 23, 2002 at First Baptist
Church in Rochester, Minnesota.
After a honeymoon at Disney
World, they returned to
Rochester, where Steve is a
computer programmer for IBM
and Sarah is a nurse in the intensive care unit at
St. Mary’s Hospital.
Jeff Schumacher ’00 and
Julia Fawcett ‘01 were
married July 14, 2001.
Their daughter, Emmeline Julia,
was born on May 25, 2002. The
Schumachers praise God for
keeping His hand on Emmeline,
because at two months of age she
was diagnosed with a very rare brain tumor.
The neurosurgeons were able to remove most, but not
all, of the tumor in surgery. Amazingly, at her last MRI
the doctors could not find any more of the growth.
The Schumachers praise God for this miracle and the
testimony it is to all the doctors of the power of God and
prayer.
Michael
Wade ’00 and
Jennifer Wilson ’03
were married
August 18, 2001 at
Faith Baptist Church in
Manchester,
Connecticut. Several
Cedarville alumni participated in the wedding. After
enjoying a honeymoon in Maui, the Wades made their
home in Edgewood, Maryland. Mike is an electrical
engineer at Lockheed Martin, and Jen is the second
grade teacher at Rosedale Baptist School.
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Bethany Withers ’00 and
Walter Hughes were married
June 21, 2002 in San Diego,
California. After a honeymoon in
Las Vegas and southern
California, the couple returned
to their home outside Knoxville,
Tennessee. Bethany works for
the Knox County Sheriff’s Office.
Kara Allen ’01 and Ryan
Niclasen were married July 6,
2002 in Dayton, Ohio. They
reside in Niagara Falls, Canada.

Trevor Creeden ’01
and Karissa
Walberg ’01 were
married in July 2002
in Toledo, Ohio. Trevor
is the director of
student development
at Bridgemont Christian School, and Karissa is a pediatric
nurse. They reside in San Francisco, California.
Heather Fankhauser Farran ’01
and her husband, Kyle, announce the
birth of Abigail Marie on July 13,
2002. The Farrans reside in Morenci,
Michigan.

Adam Dennis ’02 and Michelle Drumheller ’02
were married December 28, 2002. They enjoyed a
honeymoon in Montego Bay, Jamaica, and have made
their home in Traverse City, Michigan.

In Memory Of
Harold Stormont ’46 went home to be with the Lord
on December 31, 2002 in Cedarville, Ohio. He was a
lifelong member of the Cedarville United Presbyterian
Church and served there in many ways. We extend our
deepest sympathy to his family.
Bruce Keizer ’77 went home to be with the Lord in
February 2002 due to complications from asthma and
pneumonia. We offer our condolences to his family and
friends.

Trustee Emeritus Home
with the Lord

Dr. Gerald V.
Smelser ’77H,
trustee emeritus of
Cedarville University,
went home to be the
Lord on February 8,
2003. He was 90
years old.
Gerald became a
charter
member of
Micah Hutchins ’01 and Sarah
the Baptist Bible
Headings were married June 15,
2002 in West Liberty, Ohio. Micah Institute (BBI) Board
is a first lieutenant, serving as the of Trustees in 1941
executive officer in an ammunition and served during
company with the U.S. Army in the the 1953 transition of the BBI to Cedarville College. Even
Middle East. Sarah is in Columbus, after the transition, BBI maintained an evening school in
the Cleveland area. Gerald served the evening school as
Georgia, where she awaits the
instructor, president, and later, president emeritus.
birth of their first child.
As a charter member of the Cedarville College Board
Kevin Leverson ’01 and
of Trustees, Gerald was a part of the board’s academic
Amanda Schmuck ’01
committee and became a trustee emeritus in 1991 after
were married October 19,
50 years of service. His death leaves Dale Murphy as the
2002 at Willow Valley Chapel
only surviving trustee emeritus from the BBI transition.
in Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
A 1935 graduate of Philadelphia School of the Bible,
The couple enjoyed a cruise to
Gerald
was an ordained Baptist minister who pastored in
the Bahamas before returning
Pennsylvania
and West Virginia and preached throughout
home to Fairborn, Ohio.
the world. With a strong passion for Jewish evangelism,
Kevin is a financial specialist
Gerald was the director of Remnant Ministries (formerly
at Wright-Patterson Air Force
known as the Cleveland Hebrew Mission) for 37 years
Base, and Amanda is a special education teacher at
and later became their field representative. For 22 years,
Spinning Hills Middle School.
Rebecca Vitarelli ’01 and he was featured on the “Friends of Israel” radio program
of WSRS in Cleveland Heights. In 1977, Cedarville
Jeff Burger were married
University conferred upon him the honorary doctor of
June 29, 2002 at Grace
divinity degree.
Baptist Church in Livonia,
Gerald is survived by his wife, Ruth, of Sebring,
Michigan. Jeff is a high
school social studies teacher, Florida, and his children, Barbara Francis of Scottsdale,
Arizona; Ruth Boalt of Boca Raton, Florida; and Gerald
and Rebecca is an
“Tim” of Quito, Ecuador. He is also survived by eight
elementary resource room
grandchildren and 16 great-grandchildren. Gifts may be
teacher. The Burgers reside
made in Gerald’s memory to Remnant Ministries,
in Livonia.
P.O. Box 21100, Cleveland, OH 44121.
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Keith Willhite '80 went home to be with the Lord on
April 16, 2003 following a long battle with cancer. Keith
was the Cedarville University Alumnus of the Year in
2001 and had served as the chair of the department of
pastoral ministries at Dallas Theological Seminary.
We extend our deepest sympathy to Keith's wife, Denise,
and his two children, Katie and David. Memorial gifts
may be made to The Willhite College Fund (a college
fund for Katie and David), c/o Wendi Akers, Lake Pointe
Church, 701 E. I-30, Rockwall, TX 75087; or donations
can be made to Dallas Theological Seminary or
Cedarville University.
Adam Wilson ’95 went home to be with the Lord on
September 13, 2002 after a long and courageous battle
with cystic fibrosis. He was an attorney in Manitowoc,
Wisconsin for Michael Best & Friedrich, LLP, but ended his
employment in January 2002 due to his health issues.
Our sincere condolences to his wife, Jessica Schipp
Wilson ’02.

To share your photo with Inspire readers,
please send one glossy photo to the
alumni relations office, 251 N. Main St.,
Cedarville, OH 45314. (Because of
quality issues, we cannot accept
computer print-outs or e-mailed pictures.)
Please include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope if you would like your photo
returned. We reserve the right to limit
the number of submitted pictures
published in Inspire.

Online Directory

W

e are happy to announce one more way for you
to stay connected with your Cedarville friends.
The Online Alumni Directory is up and running!
The directory can be found at
www.cedarville.edu/alumni under “Online Services.”
Because only those who activate their accounts can be
included, please be sure to activate your account as soon
as possible. You may do so by selecting the “visibility
settings” on the page that immediately follows a
successful login to the alumni directory.
By now you should have received your login name and
password in the mail. If you did not receive a letter, or
you would like more information, call alumni relations at
1-800-837-2566 or e-mail alumni@cedarville.edu.

Pray for Our Country, Family, and
Friends Affected by War
Jennifer Heritage PaskVan ’92 writes:
This last year, the Lord has been more real to me than at any other time in my life. On September 11, 2001 the entire world
changed. While we all ached for those who lost loved ones, my hurt became personal. My husband Joe is a Naval Reserve Officer,
and on November 14, 2001 he was recalled to active duty. He took a military leave of absence from his job with Delta Air Lines
and headed to Gaeta, Italy on one-year orders. The children and I were not permitted to go.
In March, I closed on our new home, while Joe sat by his phone in Italy waiting to hear how it went. We had begun
construction on our home before the attacks and we had no choice but to continue on, even though Joe wouldn’t be around. The
Lord never failed us. He blessed us with a builder who is a believer and one that I could completely trust regarding this house. We
now live in our dream home and have a constant reminder of how awesome God is!
Summer came and went and the kids began the school year in a new school system. They have adjusted well and are loving
their teachers and new friends. The beginning of October, I received word that Joe would be coming home. His year was done
and the Navy was writing his orders to come home. Joy washed over our entire family as finally we were going to have our
husband and daddy home.
But, the Lord had another plan. One week later, Joe was informed that his service would be extended for another year. My joy
turned into shock, then frustration, and finally even a little anger. Hadn’t Joe done enough? Why couldn’t they ask someone else to
go over? But that still, small voice reminded me that my hope is in the Lord and that He will be my Rock.
Joe came home for a visit at the end of October and again at Christmas, and we had a wonderful time. When he will come
home for good remains to be seen. I’m hoping to have him home this summer, but I don’t know what will happen. We don’t
know, but what we do know is that God is in control of EVERYTHING. Even when it doesn’t make sense, I have to have faith
that He will sustain me.
Yes, I am tired and, yes, I am ready for my husband to come home, but I know through the grace of God alone, I can make it
through this.
To God be the glory.
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Homecoming 2003
October 10-11
Don’t miss Homecoming 2003 as we celebrate the installation of Dr. William Brown
as the ninth president of Cedarville University.

Highlights include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reunions for classes ending in 3 and 8
Inaugural Alumni Chapel
Evening soccer game under the lights
Cedarville University theatre presentation
Athletic events
Events for military, international adoptions,
and communication arts majors
• Homecoming parade (beginning at 9:30 a.m.)
• Inaugural Praise Concert
• Fitness-Recreation-Health Center tours

Call 1-800-837-2566 for
more information or to help
with a reunion.

Individual letters of invitation will
be sent this summer for each
reunion and a general
Homecoming brochure will
be sent in July.

